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INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

In the teaching of foreign languages to American
students one of the major problems has always been that
of acquiring a satisfactory pronunciation. Language
Institutes have had more difficulty in this respect than
in any other. With the present emphasis on "speaking,"
this problem has taken on more importance every year.
In order to make an effective use of the phonemic system
of a second language, one must develop good articulatory

habits. Improvements in the teaching of pronunciation
have been hampered by an insufficient knowledge of the
segmental and prosodic features of foreign languagco.
Problems of interference are partly due to a lack of
really objective data on the phonetic features of the
first language as well as of the second -- data which
would allow phonetic contrasting of the two languages in
a truthful and realistic manner.

OBJECTIVES

The(long range objectives of this project are the
instrumental analysis and detailed description of the
phonetic features of American English and of the foreign
languages that are commonly taught in the United States.
The foreign languages toward which our main attention is
turned at present are German, Spanish, and French. Re- '

suits of our investigations are to appear in article or
book form.

Exploratory research has led us to divide out investi-
gation into 40 sections -- 11 prosodic features, 13 vocalic
features, and 16 consonant features. As a result, we are
comparing English to German, English to Spanish, English
to French, each under the 40 following headings:

Prosodic Features: 1. Declarative Intonation. 2.

Non-Dec URRIve intonation. 3. Place of Logical Stress
in the Word. 4. Place of Logical Stress in the Sense
Group, 5. Nature of Logical Stress. 6. Place of Em-
phatic Stress. 7. Nature of Emphatic Stress. 8. Vari-
ations in Syllable Weight. 9. Internal Juncture and
Syllabication. 10. Syllable Type. 11. Tension.
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Vocalic Features: 12. Articulatory Description.
13. Acoustic Description. 14. New Vowel Sounds for the
English Speaker. 15. Distribution (Positional and
Allophonic). 16. Frequency of Occurrence. 17. Duration
System. 18. Neutral Position. 19. Loss of Color. 20.

Effect of Consonant Anticipation on Vowels. 21. Diphthon-
gization. 22. Effect of Syllable Type on Vowel Color.
23. Attack and Release. 24. Nasality.

Consonantal Features: 25. Articulatory Description.
26. Acoustic Description. 27. New Consonant Sounds for
the English Speaker. 28. Distribution %Positional and
Allophonic). 29. Frequency of Occurence. 30. Duration
System. 31. Neutral Position. 32. Consonantal Weakening.
33. Effect of Vowel Anticipation on Consonants. 34. Speed
of Articulation. 35. Tongue Fronting. 36. Aspiration.
37. A±frication. 38. Palatalization. 39. Final Release.
40. Voicing,

PROCEDURES
n order to complete these investigations with a high

degree of objectivity, we have developed a three-way
instrumental technique of research based on the successful
design and construction of special instrumentation.

1) This three-way technique generally begins with the
spectrographic analysis of utterances that have been
composed and recorded for a special purpose. The compa-
rison of spectrograms of English with corresponding ones
of German, Spanish or French leads to making some
hypotheses to the acoustic differences between English
and the other languages, regarding certain phonetic
characteristics.

2) Then, the hypotheses are verified or refuted by means
of spectrographic synthesis. Spectrographic patterns of
the contrastive utterances are painted and transferred
into sound by a speech synthesizer. It is thus possible
to judge by ear to what extent the assumed acoustic dif-
ferences produce the appropriate auditory differences.

3) Finally, motion picture X-rays of the utterances are
made and studied frame by frame by means of special
projectors, to discover the articulatory features that
correlate with the acoustic ones found by spectrographic
analysis and synthesis.

4) As a complement to this instrumental research, phonetic
features of English and foreign languages are investigated
by statistical analysis, related to such features as phoneme
frequency, phoneme distribution, syllable types, etc.
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RELATED RESEARCH

Our investigation of the phonetic characteristics of
languages is related to research in the general field of
Applied Linguistics in that it will contribute to our
conclusive knowledge of English and foreign languages and
will make it possible to improve their teaching.

It is also related to research in Methodology, seeing
that experiments aimed at obtaining better results in
language teaching will use our data.

Finally, it is related bo research in General Lin-
guistics because our acoustic and articulatory studies
are closely connected with the determination of the
"distinctive features" of phonemes and prosodemes.

RESULTS

-.During thin ycar of research under coaLraet with the
Office of Education we have completed six studies, the
texts of which follow.
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SYLLABIC FEATURES AND PHONIC IMPRESSION

IN ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH AND SPANISH
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INTRODUCTION

Among the major linguistic factors which contribute
to the subjective impression a listener experiences upon
hearing a foreign language, one is certainly related to
syllabic features such as C and V structure, phonic content,
and phonic distribution within syllables. With this in
mind, we have made a phonological analysis of syllables in
English, French, German, and Spanish, hoping that contrasts
among the four languages would further help in characteri-
zing their syllabic preferences.

woo

In each of the four languages, 2000 syllables were
used -- 'half from a narrative passage and half from a
dramatin text All materials are by contemporary authors.
The narrative passages were chosen from short stories, and
the dramatic texts were taken from modern plays with rapid
sequences of dialogue. Both types of materials were
selected for their naturalness and spontaneity of expression
while remaining within the formal bounds of the two literary
genres.

In all materials, syllabic division was mai0 according
to De Saussure's theory of consonant aperturesc-L In French
and Spanish, syllables were divided irrespective of word
boundaries within the sense-group. But in English and
German, where there is strong consonantal anticipation,
word-final consonants were retained with the last syllable
of the word. If this favored the count of closed syllables
in the two Germanic languages, there is certainly an
adequate compensation in the fact that, within the word,
an intervocalic consonant was always counted as belonging
with the syllable of the following vowel. Such a convention
permits one to apply the rules proposed by De Saussure
while still taking into account the broad tendencies of
syllable division in each of the four languages.

Once the 8000 syllables had been extracted from our
narrative and dramatic materials, they were recorded on
individual cards both in concrete phonetic script and in
abstract C and V structure so as to facilitate their
statistical manipulation. The various relationships which
came to light in this manner suggested that our analysis
touch upon seven points of comparison among the four
languages: phonic content of the syllables, consonantal
load of the syllables, variety and complexity of running-
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syllable structures, syllabic length, syllabic opening,
frequency of different-syllable structures, and average
group frequency vs. syllable length. We shall now examine
each of these features in the above order while keeping
in mind the correlation between objective data and subjec-
tive impression.

1. PHONIC CONTENT

The 10 most frequent syllables from both the narrative
and dramatic texts are presented in Table 1 for each language.
By their high degree of frequency, these syllables should
tell us something about the sound combinations preferred by
each language and the subjective impression that each one
imparts.

Narrative and dramatic materials were kept apart in
the event a major difference might appear, but actually
the two series of syllables prove to be quite similar.
As a matter of fact, 6 out of 10 are repeated in German,
6 out of 10 in English, 5 out of 10 in Spanish, and 7 out
of 10 in French. At least half of the exact syllables
are common to both types of material.

In these few most frequent syllables, each language
prefers certain general features of consonant-vowel
combinations. For the most part, English combines apical
consonants with central vowels, German combines apical
consonants with central and front vowels, French combines
apical consonants with front vowels, and Spanish combines
apical consonants with a balance of the open and mid-open
vowels. The mcst marked difference which sets each
language apart is its vocalic preference. English typi-
cally centers its articulation around the neutral vowel
/e/; German gravitates from the central position towards
front vowels such as /e/ and /i/; Frendh definitely
prefers front vowels, especially /0; and Spanish slightly
favors the mid-open vowels /e/ and /0/ over the open vowel
/a/. The place of articulation of consonants, on the
other hand, is similar in the four languages -- it is
always predominantly apical -- but their manner of arti-
culation can differ considerably. All four languages
favor the consonant'/r/ with its unique articulation in
each. All choose /t/ and /d/, but these consonants are
dental in French, Spanish, and German; alveolar in English.
In addition, /t/ is unaspirated in Spanish and French,
but aspirated in German and English. The preferred dentals
of German include the strong affricate /ts/, while the
dentals of English make frequent use of their soft inter-
dental /3/. Spanish and French tend to use more liquids

8



Syllables from Narrative Material

German: unt to er ga das tsu di der zai ai

40 24 24 22 20 20 17 16 14 13

English: a av 6a in mnd ai tu ri for beat

45 33 30 18 17 15 12 11 11 10

Spanish: de a e le ba do ke i to ra

38 28 23 22 20 20 18 18 17 16

French: te de le se la de e a re ma
25 23 22 17 15 14 14 13 13 13

Syllables from Dramatic Material

German: das du 19 ga di ai ne n/9t unt to

27' 25 24 20 19 19 18 17 14 14

English:
a

40 27 24 22 18 18 15 14 14 13

ju tu ai 8a it send in 61s no

Spanish: de to no do ke se ka a to da

33 28 28 26 26 24 20 19 18 18

French:
ii pa le a te la se de nu e

26 25 22 20 19 17 16 15 15 14

TABLE 1. The 10 most frequent syllables are pre-
sented for narrative and dramatic texts separately.
Figures under each syllable indicate frequency of
occurrence in 1000.

9



FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1. Percentages are presented
for 4 categories of consonants based upon
point of articulation (labial and labio-
dental, dental and alveolar, palatal and
velar, glottal and pharyngeal) and for 9
categories of vowels based upon relative
tongue position (high, mid, low vs. front,
central, back). In both consonant and
vowel categories, dots have been added to
indicate relative frequency so that dark
areas of high density can be seen at a
glance.
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It

than English and German. In short, consonant and vowel
sounds are combined into syllables which are highly
individualistic for each language.

A further comparison of phonic content might be made
to determine to what extent these tendencies of the most
frequent syllables conform to those of the entire texts.
For this purpose all of the 2000 syllables of each lan-
guage were analyzed. Percentages were calculated for
four categories of consonants based upon points of arti-
culation (labial and labio-dental, dental and alveolar,
palatal and velar, glottal and pharyngeal), and nine
categories of vowels based upon relative tongue position
(high, mid, low, vs. front, central, back). These per-
centages are presented in graphic form in Figure 1 so
that consonant-vowel combinations of high frequency
categories can be seen at a glance.

This pictorial presentation clearly confirms that
denti-alveolar consonants dominate in all four languages:
58 per cent of all consonants in English, 57 per cent in
German, 48 per cent in French, and 65 per cent in Spanish.
The classes of vowels with which the preceding classes
of consonants combine the most frequently are different
in each language: In English they mainly combine with
mid-central (275), and high-front (230) vowels; in German
with low-central (2600, mid-central (245), and high-front
(201), in French with mid-front (405); and in Spanish
with mid-front (335), low-central (315), and mid-back
(2204). These combinations based on total frequency in the
texts differ little from those found in the most frequent
syllables. The same vocalic categories are of high
frequency and the denti-alveolar (apical) consonants are
strongly favored. The /r/, as it was clearly present for
each of the languages in Table 1, is certainly greatly
responsible here for a high proportion of pharyngeals in
French and German, palatals in English, and alveolars in
Spanish.

To these objective differences of syllabic content
must correspond certain general subjective impressions
of a combined consonantal and vocalic nature. The typical
phonic impression left by English should be an .apical with
strong central resonance, German an apical with central
and front resonance, French an apical with strong front
resonance, and Spanish an apical with rather equally
balanced vocalic resonance of slight front predominance
over central and back. The series of non-sense syllables
of Table 1, when read in quick succession, furnish a
good illustration of this subjective impression which
each language produces.



2. CONSONANTAL LOAD

Another factor that contributes to the general
phonic impression which distinguishes one language from
another is the ratio of consonants to vowels in syllables.
Since a syllable is composed of a vowel and a varying
number of consonantal elements, we would expect each
language to add these consonantal elements in different
proportions. From the few most representative syllables
of Table 1, the following ratios of consonant to vowel
can be extracted:

Consonants Vowels

German: 2.5 2.0

English: 2.1 2.0

Spanish: 1.6 2.0

French: 1.6 2.0

Since each syllable possesses only one vowel, the average
number of consonants per syllable is about 1.2 in German,
1.0 in English, and 0.8 in Spanish and French. Consonantal
load is greatest in German, somewhat less and almost
equally balanced in English, and much less in Spanish and
French. These differences in consonantal ratio are
certainly audible to the listener. We find that the more
loaded the syllable, that is, the richer it is in conso.
nants, the heavier, slower, and more interruptive the
subjective impression. German is, therefore, choppy and
consonantal; English is more uniform and neither pre-
doAinantly consonantal nor predominantly vocalic; French
and Spanish are flowing and vocalic.

3, VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY OF RUNNING SYLLABLE-STRUCTURES

Now it is of interest to view the syllable on a more
abstract level. If we consider consonants and vowels,
stripped of their individual distinctive value and exist-
ing only as structural members of two mutually exclusive
categories, we can say something about the distribution
of these categories and the different orders in which they
combine. When the syllable is considered as a structure,
composed of two types of building blocks, consonants and
vowels, arranged in various sequences, it appears that
each language is characterized by a rather limited number
of syllabic structures.



The frequency of occurrence of each syllabic struc-
ture can be specified either by its actual number of
occurrences in the text, or by the number of times it
occurs with different phonetic shapes. The former is
based on a count of running syllables and the latter on
a count of different syllables. For instance, in the
English sequency That cat did that, the frequency of
the CVC structure is 4 in running syllables and is 3 in
different syllables.

Table 2 gives the frequency of occurrence of syllabic
structures in running syllables. These structures are
grouped by type and arranged in descending order of abso-
lute frequency, first for narrative and dramatic texts
separately, then for both in combination.

We note first that the four languages vary consider-
ably in the number of possible C and V combinations.
From the 2000 syllables analyzed, only 10 different
structures emerge for French and Spanish, and the syllables
of these two languages vary from one vowel alone to one
vowel plus 4 additional consonants. In English 14 dif-
ferent structures appear, and in German there are 15
different ones; moreover, the syllables of those two
languages vary in shape from one vowel to one vowel plus
5 consonants. According to the data of Table 2, there-
fore, the syllables of the two Germanic languages show
both greater structural variety and greater complexity
than those of the two Romance languages.

Another feature to be observed is that the sum of a
very small number of these syllable structures holds the
majority of total occurrences. Whether narrative and
dramatic texts are considered separately or in combination,
there seems to be a rather abrupt decline in frequency
after the first 3 or 4 types in each series. These most
frequent syllable structures are CVC, CV, and VC for the
Germanic languages, and CV, CVC, and CCV for the Romance
languages. Since two of these types are common to both
pairs of languages, we are actually dealing with only 4
structures in this high frequency category: CVC, CV, VC,
and CCV. As a matter of fact, those four types of struc-
ture contain 75.3 per cent of the syllable occurrences
in English, 79.9 per cent in German, 88.1 per cent in
Frendh and 88.7 per cent in Spanish. They are presented
below with their individual percentages for each of the
four languages.

OW VC CV

German: 38.1 9.8 28.7
English: 31.8 11.9 27.6
Spanish: 19.8 3.1 55.6
French: 17.1 1.9 54.9

15
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RUNNING SYLLABLES

ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH SPANISH

CVC 301 CVC 395 CV 555 CV 542
CV 297 CV 284 CVC 179 CVC 206
VC 126 VC 105 CCV 145 CCV 91

74 CVCC 69 V 57 V 74
CVCC 70 VCC 46 CCVC 39 CCVC 51
CCVC 53 V 41 CVCC 9 VC 29
CCV 49 CCV 33 VC 8 CCCV 5

VCC 23 CCVC 20 CCCV 8 VCC 1
CCVCC 15 CCVCC 4 1000 CCU° 1
CCVOCC 4 CVCCC 1 1000
°WC° 3 CCU° 1
CCCV 1 °VOW° 1
CCU° 1 1000
°MVO° 1

1000 CVC 368

CVC 336 CV 311 CV 544 CV 571
CV 274 VC

86
92 CVC 164 CVC 191

VC 112 CVCC CCV 139 CCV 114
88 V 0 V 64 V 52

CVCC 64 CCV 3
44

CCVC 34 COW 35
CCVC 43 VCC 26 VC 31 VC 33

CVCCC
Vcc 35 CCVC 15 CVCC 11 CVCC 4
CCV 31 14 CCCV 11 TOM
calm 11 CCVCC 10 vac 1
CVCCC 3 CVCCCC 2 CVCCC 1
VCCO 2 V0000 1 1000
CCOVC 1 CCVCCC 1

1000 15-07

CVC 637 CVC 763 CV 1099 CV 1113
CV 553 CV 595 CVO 343 CVC 397
VC 238 VC 197 CCV 284 CCV 205

162 CVCC 155 V 121 V 126
CVCC 134 V 81 CCVC 73 COW 86
COW 96 VCC 72 VC 39 VC 62
CCV 80 CCV 67 CVCC 20 CCCV 5

VCC 58 CCVC 35 CCCV 19 CVCC 4
MVO° 26 CVCCC 15 VCC 1 VCC 1
CV= 6 CCVCC 14 CVCCC 1 °GCVO 1
COVCCO 4 °VC= 3 2000 2000
VCCO 2 =VC 1
CCCVC 2 VCCCC 1
CCCV 1 COVOCC 1
CCOVCO 1 2000

2000

TABLE 2. Syllabic structures for running syllables
are groUped by type and arranged in descending order of
frequency. Structures are presented first for narrative
and dramatic texts separately, then both in combination.
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The prevailing types of structure are not only
different. but they stand out differently in each family
of languages -- two types share the majority (OVO and
CV) in the Germanic languages, whereas a single type (CV)
holds the majority in the Latin languages. German
strongly favors the CVC type; English is more equally
divided between CVC and CV, nevertheless, favoring the
former over the latter; Spanish and French clearly prefer
the CV type to all others.

4. SYLLABLE LENGTH

These type preferences suggest that German and
English prefer a longer syllable, one containing more
segmental phonemes, than French and Spanish; the most
frequent syllable type in English and German is CVC
with 3 segments; the preferred type in French and Spanish
is. CV with 2 segments. If we analyze the entire 2000
syllables for each language, calculations reveal that the
number of segmental phonemes per syllable is about 2.6
for English and German and 2.3 for Spanish and French;
the over -a11 syllabic load is somewhat greater for the
Germanic languages than for the Romance languages.

5. SYLLABIC OPENING

Frequency characteristics of the four most frequent
syllabic structures also indicate the type of syllable
terminal preferred by each language. The fact that
English and German prefer CVC to CV and VC to CCV while
French and Spanish prefer CV to CVC and CCV to VC, shows
well that the Germanic languages use a consonantal ter-
minal more than the Romance languages.

If we consider all syllables for each language as
listed in Table 2, the following percentages emerge for
the open and closed varieties:

Closed Syllables

German: 63
English: 60
Spanish: 28
French: 24

Open Syllables

37
40
72
76

The results are clear. The predominance of closed syl-
lables in the two Germanic languages is almost as marked
as the predominance of open syllables in the two Romance
languages. German has a somewhat stronger preference

17



for closed syllables than English, and French has a
slightly stronger preference for open syllables than
Spanish. This comparison of syllable terminals, more
than any other, closely allies German with English and
French with Spanish, and sets the two pairs of languages
apart.

These extreme differences in syllabic structure must
contribute considerably to the subjective impression
which the four languages give. The fact that French and
Spanish syllables are less complex than English and German
ones is perhaps one of the reasons why the Romance languages
sound more repetitious, more monotonous than the Germanic
languages. On the other hand, the preference in German
and English for a slightly longer s311able with a conso-
nantal closure gives a heavy; halting, and restraining
impression. The tendency in Spanish and French for a
shorter syllable with a vocalic terminal emphasizes their
light, sonorous and legato qualities.

6. FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT-SYLLABLE STRUCTURES

Table 3 is similar in format to Table 2, but it
furnishes the number of different syllables for each
syllable structure. This presentation permits us to
look behind the structure itself in order to determine
how many actual phonetically different syllables it
represents. Again the narrative and dramatic materials
are presented both separately and in combination. Up
to this point in our analysis, the division of materials
has yielded no remarkable difference. But here the
narrative texts have consistently a greater number of
different syllables than the dramatic texts. This
difference is by 114 syllables in English, 68 in French,
30 in Spanish, and 8 in German. The difference may be
related to style -- a more formal tone in narrative has
greater syllable variety than a conversational tone in
drama.

In the combined figures of Table 3, a new divergence
among the four languages begins to appear. Spanidh shows
the smallest number of different syllables; English the
greatest number. French and German lie between the two
extremes, but much closer to English than to Spanish.
With Spanish as the basis of comparison, there are 43%
more different syllables in German, 52cmore in French
and 62emore in English. These figures indicate that
Spanish is highly repetitive, while German, French and
English show much greater variety. Of the latter three
languages, German is more repetitive than English, and

18



DIFFERENT SYLLABLES

ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH SPANISH
CVC 160 CVC 152 CV 144 CVC 109
CV 106 CV 90 CVC 124 CV 72
CVCC 54 CVCC 47 CCV 90 CCV 52
CCV 39 VC 23 CCVC 32 CCVC 38
CCVC 39 CCV 23 V 11 VC 12
VC 25 CCVC 15 CCCV 7 V 5CCVCC 14 V 9 CVCC 7 CCCV 5V 8 VCC 5 VC .a VCC 1
CCVCCC 4 CCVCC 3 418 CCCVC 1
VCC 3 CVCCC 1 775
CVCCC 3 CCCVC 1
CCCV 1 CVCOCC 1
CCCVC 1 370
CCOVOC 1

458
CVC 147

CVC 141 CV 88 CV 126 CVO 90CV 79 CVCC 46 CVC 93 CV 67
CVCC 40 VC 21 CCV 71 CCV 63
CCVC 23 CCV 15 CCVC 27 CCVC 26
VC 21 CCVC 12 CVCC 10 VC 11
CCV 15 CVCCC 10 V 9 V 5V 8 V 8 CCCV 7 CVCC
CCVCC 8 =CC 7 VC 5 7gi
VCC 5 VCC 5 VCC 1
CVCCC 2 VCCCC 1 CVCCC 1
VCCC 1 CVO= 1 350
CCVC 1 CCVCCC 1

344 362
CVC 247 CVC 233 OW 189 CVC 147CV 127 CV 132 CV 175 CCV 89
CVCC 87 CVCC 82 CCV 137 CV 78CCVC 58 CCV 32 CCVC 59 COW 56
CCV 48 VC 29 CVCC 17 VC 16VC 31 CCVC 24 CCCV 13 V 500V00 21 CVCCC 11 V 12 CCCV 5V 11 CCVCC 10 VC 7 CVCC 3
VCC 6 V 9 VCC 1 VCC 1
CVCCC 5 VCC 8 CVCCC 1 CCCVC 1
CCVCCC 4 CVCCC 1 ga 401
CCCVC 2 CCCVC 1
VC00 1 VCCOC 1
CCCV 1 =COO 1
°MVO° 1 57

arcd

TABLE 3. Syllabic structures for different syllables
are grouped by type and arranged in descending order of
frequency. Structures are presented first for narrative
and dramatic texts separately, then both in combination.
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 2. Syllable length by number
of length units is presented on the abscissa
and average-group frequency on the ordinate.
Owlogarithmic scale, the syllablic curves
of AG frequency to length appear as nearly
straight lines indicating a constant and
direct relation between parameters.
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French stands equidistant between the two This diver-
gence in number of different syllables sets Spanish
apart from the other three languages and explains the
rather uniform and monotonous subjective impression that
language gives, and the fact that German, French, and
English sound much less repetitious.

7. AVERAGE -GROUP FREQUENCY vs. SYLLABLE LENGTH

Counts of running syllables and different syllables
in Tables 2 and 3 further enable us to calculate average-
group frequencies. AG frequency is found by dividing
the number of running syllables by the number of different
syllables. For example, in a group of 100 running sylla-
bles which contains 25 different syllables, its AG fre-
quency is 4. If the number of different syllables is
reduced to 20, its AG frequency becomes 5. Thus, as the
number of different syllables is reduced, that is, as
the group becomes more repetitious, its AG frequency
increases.

In our materials, AG frequency is most profitably
viewed in relation to syllable length. Since Tables 2
and 3 present frequency information according to indivi-
dual syllable structures, there must be a temporary re-
organization of this data according to syllable length.
Syllables of one length unit are composed of the structure
V, syllables of 2 length units are composed of the struc-
tures CV and VC, etc. Through this re-computation and
the frequent conflation of 2 or more structures into one
length category, English and German emerge with a maximum
syllable length of 6 units and Spanish and French with a
maximum of 5 units. For purposes of comparison among the
four languages, only the first 5 length-categories are
considered.

After finding totals for these 5 length categories
in both running syllables and different syllables, AG
frequencies for each language were calculated. The
results are presented by the four graphs of Figure 2,
where syllable length is plotted on the abscissa and AG
frequency on the ordinate. When plotted in logarithmic
scale, the syllabic curves of average frequency to length
appear as nearly straight lines, showing a fairly constant
and direct logarithmic relation between parameters.

Figure 3 shows the actual consonant- and vowel-
structures marked by circles in Figure 2.

In these graphs, all four languages reveal the same
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 3. The same correlation as
Fig. 2 is shown -- the longer the syllables,
the less frequent they are -- but, in
addition, the actual CV structures of the
syllables in our results are shown.
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general tendency: the shorter the syllable, the more
frequent its occurrence. However, this frequency-to-
length correlation is not the same for all four languages.
It is most marked in Spanish, somewhat less in English,
and slightly less in French and German. Seen from another
angle, if we compare the extremes, it appears that the
short syllables are each repeated more often, and the
long syllables less often in Spanish than in German.
English and French stand between the two extremes, but
closer to German than to Spanish.

In the previous comparison, which was based on the
total number of different syllables in Table 3, each
language revealed different degrees of repetitiveness --
Spanish was much more repetitive than English, German, or
French. In the last comparison between syllable length
and AG frequency, based on both Tables 2 and 3, each
language reveals different degrees to which it repeats
its shorter or longer syllables. Again Spanish is set
apart by repeating its shorter syllables more often than
the other three languages. Where the two forces meet,
Spanish stands quite alone both in being the most repe-
titive of the four languages and in repeating most often
its shorter syllables. The other three languages, compared
with Spanish, are quite similar in both tendencies; never-
theless, the Germanic languages are at one extreme, since
English is the least repetitive of the four languages,
and German stresses the least its shorter syllables.

The combined effect of both tendencies is unmistakable.
The more repetitive a language becomes, the more monotonous
is the subjective impression. The more it stresses its
shorter syllables, the more staccato the impression. In
subjective terms, Spanish is certainly the most uniform
and monotonous of the four languages as well as the most
staccato.

CONCLUSION

These several comparisons show that the subjective
impression which each of the four languages makes upon a
listener can be objectively related to the phonetic and
distributional structure of its syllables. Phonetic
content of the most frequent consonant and vowel combi-
nations in the syllable as well as the ratio of consonant
to vowel clearly set each language apart as 'having a very
characteristic sound quality or resonance. Distributional
positioning of these sounds within the syllable also shows
individual differences, usually by setting two languages
against two or one against three. The Germanic languages
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clearly oppose the Romance languages in structural com-
plexity of the syllable and nature of syllabic terminal.
Spanish opposes the three others in frequency of different
syllables, and average-group frequency vs. syllable length.
Through these differences of phonic content and sound
distribution in the syllable, each language is sharply
characterized.

SUMMARY

An attempt is made to analyze objectively the syllabic
features which contribute to the subjective impression a
language makes upon a foreign ear. Four languages are
involved in this analysis -- English, German, French and
Spanish. The syllabic character of each one is emphasized
by comparison with the others. 2000 syllables are analyzed
in each of the four languages. Seven aspects of the syllable
emerge from the objective data.

1. Phonic content in terms of place of articulation based
either on the ten most frequent syllables or on the com-
plete corpus of 2000 syllables, shows the following pre-
ferences: in English, apical consonants with central
vowels; in German, apical consonants with center and front
vowels; in French, apical consonants with front vowels;
in Spanish, apical consonants with a balance of open and
mid-open vowels.

2. Consonant-to-vowel ratio, or simply consonantal load
since each syllable has only one vowel, is highest in
German, almost balanced in English, and lowest in French
and Spanish.

3. Variety and complexity of syllabic structures are both
greater in the two Germanic languages than in the two Romance
languages. The prevailing structures are divided among CVC
and CV in German and English, whereas in Spanish and French
the CV structure holds a majority by itself alone.

4. Syllable length, in terms of number of phonemes, is also
greater in Germanic than in Latin languages.

5. The predominance of closed syllables in German and
English (63 and 60 per cent) is almost as marked as the
preference for open syllables in Spanish and French (72
and 76 per cent).

6. In frequency of different-syllable structures, Spanish
stands alone -- it shows the smallest number of different
syllables; English shows the largest number, with German
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and French not far behind.

7. And again Spanish is set apart with respect to the
relationship of syllable length with average-group
frequency -- Spanish repeats its shorter syllables more
often than the three other languages.

To these objective data correspond subjective im-
pressions such as frontal resonance, active articulation,
auditory richness, forward motion, heaviness, musical
predominance, sequential legato, repetitiveness, monotony,
(or their opposites) the sum of which contributes con-
siderably to characterizing a language.

X

FOOTNOTES

1In the Cours de Linguistique Generale by Ferdinand
de Saussure, 5"degrees of consonant aperture are identified
which nearly coincide with the traditional division by
manner of articulation. With increasing aperture they are:
stops, nasals, fricatives, liquids, and semi-consonants.
Even though syllable division may well occur within a
consonant, in intervocalic clusters, for practical reasons,
division is made either before or after a consonant. Thus
the French word atrie would be divided before the consonant
group (pa-trie), whi e the word partie would be divided
within the consonant group (par-tie even though the "valley"
of syllabic division may be during the it] or during the [rj.
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I. Introduction

Vowel reduction in medial position will be studied
here in such pairs as:

English: Com'peting/Compe'tition
German: Ma'nier/manieriert
Spanish: Pchican/Achi'caban
French: Fa'tigue/Fati'gu4

for the purpose of comparing the patterns of modification
under the influence of weak stress as they emerge in
English, in German, in Spanish, and in French.

Subjectively, reduction is perceived as an obscuration
of color with respect to the target color of the vowel.
Such loss of quality reduces the distinctive function of a
vowel and raises its confusion factor -- the unstressed
medial e and i of complement and compliment are more likely
to be confused with one another than the stressed e and i
of met and mitt.

Objectively, vowel reduction can be observed at the
articulatory level by means of motion-picture X-rays which
make visible the position of the tongue, lipsy and other
articulators, as well as the shape and volume of the reso-
nance cavities of the vocal tract. At the acoustic level,
it can be observed by means of spectrographic representations
which make visible the position of vowel formants on an
appropriate frequency scale.

8 The two means of objective analysis -- acoustic and
articulatory -- are not equally practicable. The frequency
of formants can be measured with a sufficient degree of
ease and accuracy, whereas the position of the articulators,
or the shape and volume of the vocal-tract cavities, are
not 'mathematically manageable' -- they cannot be expressed
in simple numbers, they can only be 'evaluated' by comparison
with simplified geometrical shapes which are, in turn,
mathematically manageable. It seems, therefore, appropriate
to base a study of vowel reduction primarily upon the
acoustic measurement of spectrograms, and to use the motion-
picture X-rays in a second stage for the interpretation of
the acoustic patterns of vowel reduction in articulatory
terms. This is feasable because the correlation between
formant frequency and cavity volume has been studied exten-



sively and yields acceptable approximations. It is by
combining the technique of acoustic measurement with that
of cineradiography that we propose to compare, here, the
patterns of vowel reduction in four languages.

But one should not go into the subject of vowel
reduction without first considering its causes.

THE CAUSES of vowel reduction are numerous; we shall
recall, here, the major ones only, keepin$7 in mind our
present purpose -- the comparison of languages.

1. Basically, reduction is related to rhythm. Mono-
syllabic rhythm, found in languages which place a medium
beat on each syllable so that a more or less equal amount
of stress falls on all syllables, produces less vowel
reduction than polysyllabic rhythm, found in languages in
which strong beats fall at irregular syllabic intervals,
the rhythmical unit being one strong syllable flanked by
weak ones. The rhythm of French is of the first type,
that of English of the second; Spanish and German are
intermediary.

2. Languages that are articulated with muscular
tenseness such as French, are likely to show less vowel
reduction than those that are articulated with muscular
laxness, such as English.

3. Reduction correlates with stress. Weakly stressed,
or 'unstressed,' vowels suffer more obscuration than strong-
ly stressed ones.

4. Reduction also correlates clearly with vowel
duration -- the shorter the vowel, the more obscure it
tends to become. A recent spectrographic study by Bjorn
Lindblom relates reduction in Swedish vowels to duration
rather than to stress.-L The author is opposed to the
hypothesis that "...vowels occurring in weakly stressed
syllables are articulated with less effort and adjustment
of the vocal organs, which leads to their modification
and reduction." He contends that "...timing is the primary
variable in determining the reduction of sounds, and the
articulatory imprecision of laxness that may hypothetically
be associated with reduced stress can be neglected in this
connection."3 Having included in his study some experiments
in which the rate of utterance (or syllabic tempo) was
purposely varied, and not the degree of stress, and which
showed that "In spite of efforts on the part of the talker
to hit the bull's eye at a fast rate of articulation, he
cannot do so owing to the inertia inherent in the articu-
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latory mechanism," 4 he concludes that "...it is immaterial
whether a given length of the vowel is produced chiefly
by the tempo or the degree of stress. DurAtion seems to
be the main determinant of the reduction."7

This would be convincing if Lindblom could also show
that duration does not merely correlate with vowel reduc-
tion but is its primary cause. Unless he can do this, we
must continue to consider stress and tempo the primary
determinants of vowel reduction, and duration a product
of stress and tempo and, therefore, a secondary determinant
of vowel reduction.

Furthermore, Lindblom fails to note that vowel duration
can vary because of many other factors besides tempo of
utterance and degree of stress. Vowel duration varies
extensively under the influence of the following consonant
or consonants -- this sort of non-distinctive conditioning
gives the /a/ of French sac one-third the length of the
/a/ of French sage. Duration also varies according to the
vowel itself. In English, the vowels of lick, look, luck,
are shorter than those of leak, Luke, lock. In French,
the vowels of pate, paume, aci,are longer than those of
patte, pomme, sec.

It is also relevant to note here that the subjective
impression of vowel obscuration can be produced by Shorten-
ing the duration alone, without modification of formant
frequencies. Experiments with synthetic speech show that
as the length of an /a/ vowel segment is reduced the vowel
is identified as /a/ less frequently. Complete loss of
/a/ color occurs for a duration of about 1.5 centiseconds,
Each vowel has a different durationto-obscuration ratio
-- the /i/ color becomes unintelligible with a duration of
1.25 cs.

5. A factor of vowel reduction often neglected is
physical intensity, measured by the amplitude of the com-
posing sound waves and perceived by loudness. The lower
the intensity of a vowel, in relation, to the average
intensity of the utterance, the more obscure it becomes.

Research indicates that in languages of polysyllabic
rhythm, weaker stress correlates regularly with lower
intensity whereas it does not always correlate with reduced
duration -- in hurry, city, picture, for instance, the
final UNSTRESSED vowel is as long or longer, but much less
intense (loud), than the initial stressed vowel.°

6. Finally, vowel reduction is regularly produced
by contextual assimilation. As early as 1948, in his book
Acoustic Phonetics,? Martin Joos pointed out that second-



formant frequency is considerably lower in bab than in
ma. Acoustically, this can be explained by the formant
transitions that precede and follow the vowel. In bab,
the transitions of the second formant are negative (they
come from a lower level than a and return to a lower one)
and have a lowering effect on that formant; in gm they
are positive (they come from a higher level than a and
return to a higher one) and have a raising effect on the
frequency of the second formant. Physiologically, the
study of motion-picture X-rays shows that the tongue lowers
more in bab, where the large front cavity required by
labials pushes it down at the onset, than in mg, where
the contact with the palato-velum raises it at the onset.

We have verified the behavior of this effect in a
study of the relation between vowel reduction and the locus
of the flanking consonants. (The term "locus" designates
the implicit frequency to which a formant transition must
point in order to maximally contribute to the perception
of a target place of articulation for a given class of
consonants.) The following measurements are typical of
the effect of contiguous consonants on stressed vowels.
According to our statistics, the American /A/, spoken by
male subjects, averages 1200 cps for formant-2 and 600 cps
for formant-1. In deducts [didAkts], the formant fre-
quencies of JA/ are generally around 1300 cps and 600 cps
-- the second formant is obviously attracted to higher
than average frequencies by the denti-alveolar locus, which
is higher than 1200 cps (at 1800 cps). In publication
[pAblikefen], the formant frequencies of /A/ are at about
1100 cps and 600 cps -- the second formant is now lower
than average because it is attracted to the labial locus,
which is lower than 1200 cps (at 700 cps). In gas [gAm],
the /A/ by a male voice keeps the formant frequencies of
the average /A/ because it is attracted on one side to the
high locus of velars and on the other side to the low locus
of labials. These two opposite attractions balance one
another.

From this we can deduce that the formant transitions
that precede and follow a vowel have a reducing effect,
but a very different and much smaller one than the effect
of stress. The formant-transition effect is acoustically
translated by a relatively small attraction of formant-2
toward the loci of the contiguous consonants; it can add
to, as well as subtract from, the centering effect of un-
stress depending on whether the consonant loci are higher
or lower than the second-foavant frequency of the vowel.
Not only is this effect small, but it is practically the
same in all languages and, therefore, is of little interest
for a cross-linguistic comparison such as the present one.
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As we can see, the problems and factors relating to
vowel reduction are numerous. We shall confine our
attention, here, to the comparative effect of stress and
unstress in modifying the color of the various vowels of
English, German, Spanish, and French. Here, stress is
strictly 'what makes a syllable stand out,' irrespective
of which correlates contribute -- higher amplitude, longer
duration, or wider frequency variation than in the other
syllables.

At first, we shall concern ourselves with the ACOUSTIC
aspect of vowel reduction -- our charts will be based
exclusively on acoustic data: the frequency of formants
-- but the major articulatory interpretations of the
acoustic data will be outlined early for those who are
principally trained in physiological phonetics.

II. Experimental Procedure

Pairs ,of words such as com'peting/compe'tition, in
which the stressed and the unstressed forms of a vowel
alternate, were selected to illustrate all the monoph-
thongal vowels of English (12), German (14), Spanish (5),
and French (10), with the following exceptions: The
French back /a/ was not included, because of its insta-
bility; neither were the four French nasal vowels because
of the difficulty incurred in measuring their first formant
-- the main correlate of vowel nasality is the low inten-
sity of the first formant in relation to the second. The
pairs of words used for each language are listed below.
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STRESSED

competing

ex'hibit

dis'able

seg'menting

a'49ting

an 'author

a'bolish

con'voking

you 'should be

con'suRling

in 'substance

con'versing

STRESSED

fa'tigue

pre'sse

de'teste

cons'tate

pro'voque

com'p2se

re'coupe

etude

au 'deux

on 'meuble

ENGLISH

FRENCH

38

UNSTRESSED

compectition

exhibition

disa'bility

segmen'tation

adap'tation

an au'thority

abo'lition

convocation

you should 'stay

consu'mation

insubstantial

conver'sation

UNSTRESSED

fati'gant

prece'dant

ates'ter

consta'ter

provo'quer

compo'ser

recou'per

etu'dier

au deu'xikie

on meu'blait



STRESSED

Kallif

Mathema'tik

e Ju'wel

Sub'jekt

a Dy'nast

a Foto'graf

o Para'dox

o I'diom

Tri'umph

Kon'sum

y Mani'kUre

Y 'FlUsse

O Erslas

oe 'C-15.tter

SPANISH

STRESSED

i a'chican

e al'ternan

a a'gradan

o re'cobran

u o'curen

UNSTRESSED

Kali' fat

Mathe'matiker

Juwe'lier

subjek'tiv

Dynas'tie

Fotogra'fie

parado'xal

idio'matisch

trium'phal

konsuimiert

ManiktPristin

'ilberflUssig

'unerlBsbar

eabeittisch

UNSTRESSED

adhi'caban

alter'naban

agra'daban

reco'braban

oculpaban



Each word was recorded twice by five native subjects
of each language. The recording subjects were all men;
formant-frequency averages, therefore, represent male
values only. Spectrograms of the recordings were made
and the frequencies of formant-1 and formant-2 were mea-
sured at the point where the first formant is highest.
The ten numerical readings for each formant frequency (2

recordings by 5 subjects)
ng

were averaged. Tables 1, 2, 3,
and 4 present those averages for the four languages,
respectively. Formant-1 and formant-2 frequencies of all
the stressed and unstressed vowels were then plotted on
logarithmic paper, formant-1 in ordinate and formant-2 in
abscissa, to obtain the acoustic-phonetic charts of
Figures 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8,

For those who are not familiar with the acoustic
charts of vowels and their use in phonetics, it should be
explained that their interest lies in the analogy found
between the articulatory and the acoustic criteria. Basi-
cally, both can produce the same kind of triangular shape.
A simple illustration can be given by charting the vowels
[i, a, u] both ways. On the basis of tongue height and
tongue fronting, the highest point of the tongue dorsum
is high-front for [i], high-back for [u], and low-center
for [a]. This can form a triangle such as the Spanish one
of Figure 9. On the acoustic basis of the two lowest
formants (the two notes, or resonance frequencies, of the
vocal tract by which a vowel is perceived as distinct from
another), if Li] is placed high-left on the acoustic chart,
[u] must be placed high-right, and [a] must be placed low-
center, as on the acoustic chart of Fig. 8. The formant
frequencies of Spanish /i, a, u/, according to Table 4,
are, for /i/, formant-1 at 300 cps (high on the chart),
formant-2 at 2250 cps (left on the chart); for /a/, for-
mant-1 at 750 cps (low on the chart), formant-2 at 1400 cps
(center on the chart); for /u/, formant-1 at 300 cps (high
on the chart), formant-2 at 800 cps (right on the chart).

It must be remembered, however, that acoustic charts
of vowels are not only more objective but also more in-
formative than the articulatory charts of similar shape
conceived by the early phoneticians and supported by the
International Phonetic Association. Articulatory charts
have only two dimensions; they are based on 'tongue height'
and 'tongue fronting' and would show a rounded vowel like

/y/ at the same location as an unrounded vowel like /1/,
as long as both have the same tongue position. The acoustic
charts place /y/ well to the right of /i/ because lip-
rounding has lowered the frequency of the second formant
by narrowing the opening of the front cavity.

Before going into the detailed analysis of each chart,
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STRESSED UNSTRESSED

i Formant-2 2200 Formant-2 . 1600
Formant-1 300 Formant-1 375

1700 1600
375 400

e 1900 1500
425 400

e 1750 1600
550 500

ae 1650 1600
700 550

a. 1100 1150
700 500

o 1000 1100
600 475

o 900 1100
450 425

u 1300 1500
425 375

u 1000 1350
325 375

A 1200 1400
600 400

1200 1300
450 400
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FRENCH

i

e

e

TABLE 2

STRESSED UNSTRESSED

Formant-2 . . 2400 Formant-2 . .
Formant-1 . 275 Formant-1 .

2200
400

1900

2200
325

2050
400

1950
550 475

a 1400 1500
750 650

o 1050 1050
575 475

o 800 900
400 400

u 775 850
275 325

Y 1900 2000
275 325

O 1600 1650
400 425

ce 1350 1450
600 525
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GERMAN

TABLE 3

STRESSED UNSTRESSED

i Formant-2 . . 2300 Formant-2 . . 2200
Formant-1 . . 300 Formant-1 . . 325

it 2100 2000
350 350

e 2100 2000
400 375

e 1850 1825
525 475

a 1400 1450
725 650

a 1200 1300
750 625

o 950 1050
550 500

o 850 975
425 425

u 875 975
375 375

u 825 1000
300 325

Y 1750 1750
300 325

Y 1600 1700
350 350

O 1550 1600
400 400

oe 1475 1550
525 525
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SPANISH

i Formant-2 .
Formant-1 .

e

TABLE 4

STRESSED UNSTRESSED

2250 Formant-2 . 2200
300 Fo-rmant-1 . 300

1950 1800
475 475

a 1400 1350
750 650

950 1000
475 475

u 800 800
300 300
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let us glance for an instant at all of them together on
Fig. 1 in an effort to gain a practical knowledge of the
articulatory and acoustic correlations. Broken lines
and arrows indicate the acoustic displacement of unstressed
vowels with respect to stressed ones. Such displacements
point to poles which must; therefore, be given acoustic
meaning. For instance, when a pole approximates the center
of a chart, what the arrows represent is not articulatory
centering; rather, it is what we shall call acoustic
centering. To be sure, acoustic centering is related to

articulatory centering -- it does, to some extent, reflect
the tongue displacements toward the center of the mouth
-- but it also reflects many other articulatory changes,
especially changes in lip rounding and lip spreading, in
jaw closing and jaw opening, etc.

Here are, roughly, and in an introductory manner for
all languages, the articulatory correlates of acoustic
centering which apply to the various categories of vowels,
according to the present state of research. (Articulatory
correlation to acoustic data can be made (a) in terms of
the shape and volume of the vocal tract cavities, the cal-
culation of which is mathematically unmanageable because
of the complexity of the curves, and can only be accom-
plished by means of drastic simplifications into manageable
geometrical forms; (b) in terms of place, width, and length
of the constrictions along the walls of the vocal tract
from end to end; (c) in terms of tongue height, tongue
fronting, lip rounding, and lip spreading. We shall use
here whichever correlation is the most appropriate.)

In the case of vowels that are at the extreme left
of the charts, such as /i, e, e/ in Fig. 1, arrows pointing
toward the right correlate principally with tongue unfront-
ing (backing) and/or lip unspreading. (Both of these
articulatory movements lower the frequency of the second
formant.)

In the case of vowels that are at the extreme right
of the charts, such as /u, o, o/, arrows pointing toward
the left correlate principally with tongue fronting and/or
lip unrounding. (Both of these articulatory movements
raise the frequency of the second formant.)

In the case of mixed vowels, such as /y, 0/, very
short arrows toward the left, as we see them on the German
and the French charts, must represent mixed effects of
lip unrounding and tongue unfronting, compensating for one
another. (Tongue unfronting lowers the frequency of the
second formant, while lip unrounding raises it.) The fact
that arrows point slightly toward the left seems iGo indicate
that lip unrounding has more acoustic effect than tongue
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1. A comparison of the acoustic

centering of unstressed vowels in four languages,

The greater length of broken lines in English

indicates a higher degree of vowel reduction in

this language than in the three others.
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unfronting, in the reduction of those mixed vowels.

In the case of high vowels, such as /i, u/, arrows
pointing down should mean a lowering of the tongue dorsum
and/or a backing of the tongue constriction (the farther
away the constriction is from the lips, that is, the
nearer it is to the vocal cords, the higher the first
formant -- the /a/ constriction is the nearest to the
glottis and the /a/ vowel has the highest first-formant
of all vowels).

In the case of low vowels, such as /a, aot, arrows
pointing up should correlate with a raising of the tongue
dorsum and/or a fronting of the tongue constriction.

Arrows at various angles obviously combine the effects
of the horizontal axis with those of the vertical axis.

III. Results

A visual comparison of the four charts, in Fig, 1,
shows that the extent of vowel reduction due to unstressing
in medial position is much greater in English than in the
three other languages. German and French are next. And
Spanish seems to offer the smallest degree of vowel re-
duction of those four languages.

The visual impression of Fig. 1 is confirmed by the
statistical analysis of Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. When the
modifications of formant-1 and formant-2 are analyzed in
terms of frequency differences between the formants of
stressed vowels and the formants of unstressed vowels,
the following percentages of reduction emerge:

Formant-2 Formant-1 Combined

English 16.24% 19,324 17,78A

French 5.99 11.44 8.69%

German 6.850 5.94% 6.39(g

Spanish 5.06;1, 2.25cg 3.6561.

The arrows are there to remind one that the centering
effects of formant-2 reductions operate on the horizontal
plane (acoustically) and the centering effects of formant-1
reductions operate on the vertical plane (acoustically).
Very roughly, at the articulatory level, the horizontal
arrows also remind one of tongue unfronting-unbacking and
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lip unspreading-unrounding, whereas the vertical arrows
remind one of tongue and/or jaw raising-lowering.

Let us now examine each language separately.

ENGLISH REDUCTION

Fig. 2 presents an acoustic chart of the reduction
of 12 English vowels in medial unstressed position.
(Two of the American vowels of Fig. 2, the stressed and
unstressed /a/, have to be visualized as if on a.raised
surface, above the surface of.the other vowels, because
they are sharply distinguished from the surrounding' vowels
bythe low frequency of the third formant which gives them
what is known as 'r-color.')-. All the vowels of our charts
are characterized by two formants, except the stressed,
or unstressed, American /a/ which is characterized by
three formants. The articulatory correlate of third-
formant lowering appears on Fig. 3 as a double tongue
constriction, one at the pharynx and another at the palate;
the other vowels have no more than one tongue constriction.

THE ACOUSTIC PATTERN of vowel reduction in English
is: sharply different from that of the three other languages.

1. English vowel-reduction is strong. This is shown
by the considerable length of the broken lines and by the
fact that the arrows from the left and the right, from the
top and the bottom, nearly meet one another.

2. The overall pattern of English vowel-reduction
due to unstressing in medial position is one of 'acoustic
centering' toward a pole which is slightly higher and more
front than center. The general acoustic center seems to
be located a little below the unstressed /A/, this vowel
offering perhaps the most typical of all the reduced vowel
colors.

3. A more detailed pattern of vowel reduction in
English suggests the presence of three poles of attraction.
The actual places of the arrows seem.to cluster around a
high-center pole for /i, 1, e, A, u, u/, a low-front
pole for /e, a/, and a low back pole for /a, o, o/.

Remarks. (a) The weak reduction of /c /, by comparison
with /e/, seems to be due to the fact that /e/ occurs in
a closed syllable. (b) The fact that. reduced vowels hardly
ever get across the mid-line of 1400 cps on the English
Chart and remain on the same side of.the triangle as the
corresponding stressed vowels, indicates'that the tie
between stressed and unstressed vowel is never completely
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 2. An acoustic chart of vowel reduction

in English. The acoustic centering of unstressed

vowels is shown by the length and direction of

broken lines.

Figure 3. An articulatory chart of vowel

reduction in English. The X-ray profiles showing

tongue centering of unstressed vowels are placed

according to the acoustic chart.
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broken. The only exception to crossing the mid-line is
/u/, but it can be explained by the consonants that flank
it in the word should -- alveolars strongly attract the
second formant of /u/ to a high frequency (which is equal
to a fronting influence in articulatory terms).

4. On the average, long vowels like /i, e, u/ seem
to suffer more reduction than short ones like /1, u, e,
However, this requires qualifications. For /e/, closed
syllabication may have a conservative effect, and for /1/,
/u/, and /q/ there is not far to go to reach the acoustic
center. But the fact that /A/, a short vowel, travels a
long way to reach its reduced form (400-1400 cps) suggests
that it is not a question of vowel length -- short vowels
can suffer great reduction as well as long ones.

In a language such as English, which does not stress
lip rounding, the major articulatory correlate of acoustic
centering should be tongue centering. In order to verify
this assumption and to observe in detail the articulatory
behavior of reduction for English vowels, we have made
motion-picture X-rays, at 24 frames per second, of all the
pairs of words listed at the beginning. We used several
speakers for the X-rays of each language but for the
illustrations of Figs. 3, 5, 7, 9, we used the X-rays of
a single speaker because it was not practical to average
the articulatory positions of all the speakers of the
same language.

Fig. 3 presents the articulatory profiles of stressed
and unstressed English vowels, as uttered in the pairs of
words listed in Table 1 at a reasonably fast syllabic
rate. For each vowel, the frame that was selected for
Fig. 3 is the most characteristic of that vowel. In the
case of diphthongized vowels like /0/, /e/, /1/, the
position that was selected was near the middle of the glide.

The arrangement of frames on Fig. 3 is not made
according to articulatory criteria (this would be too
complex if all the articulatory factors were taken into
account) but according to acoustic criteria -- each vowel
occupies approximately the place it has in the acoustic
chart of Fig. 2.

To emphasize the shape of the resonating cavities of
vowels, the vocal tract is painted in black. The lower
limit of the vocal tract, at the bottom of the pharynx,
indicates the place of the glottis and the upper opening
of the esophagus. The protrusion behind the root of the
tongue is the epiglottis. The velum, is always shown as
closed since its partial lowering, even though frequent
with American subjects, is not relevant here.
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As we compare each unstressed vowel with its stressed
counterpart, as well as the unstressed vowels among them-
selves, we must realize that small differences are not
necessarily significant since they may be due to the in-
fluence of the consonants that precede and follow the
vowel. We need to point out only the characteristics
that many unstressed vowels have in common.

THE ARTICULATORY PATTERN of vowel reduction in English
is clear. Three differences emerge between stressed and
unstressed vowels. (a) Compared with their stressed coun-
terparts, the unstressed vowels show a more central position
of the tongue -- on the one hand, the front vowels are
backed, and the back vowels are fronted; on the other hand,
the high vowels are lowered, and the low vowels are raised.
(b) Except for the highest vowels, such as /i/ and /u/
Which already have a narrow jaw-opening, the unstressed
vowels regularly have a much narrower jaw opening than
their stressed counterparts. This seems attributable to
the shorter time given to unstressed vowels -- the jaws,
which are slower than the lips and tongue, generally fail
to open more than for the closest vowels. (e) The back-
rounded vowels lose a considerable amount of their lip-
rounding when they are in unstressed position. This is
visible in /u/, /o/, and Jo/.

The most typical articulatory shape of unntressed
vowels is perhaps that of the unstressed /A/: the lips
assume a spread or neutral shape, the jaw opening is narrow,
the tongue is relatively low and central, and the vocal
tract assumes the shape of a fairly uniform tube. All
unstressed vowels tend toward this articulatory description.
Its distinction is perhaps in the contrast presented by
the jaws and the tongue -- thelamareclose, yet the
tongue is rather low. This is the characteristic effect of
vowel reduction in English. The /a/ is the only vowel that
does not conform to this tendency. The unstressed version
of /a/ preserves the two characteristic constrictions of
the stressed counterpart -- at the palate and at the pharynx
-- but these constrictions are not as narrow as for the
stressed position. The acoustic reduction shows the same
tendency. The unstressed /g/ shows a clear lowering of
the third formant, but only to about 1700 cps, not to the
usual 1500 cps of the stressed /a/.

FRENCH REDUCTION

Fig. 4 presents an acoustic chart of the reduction
of 10 French vowels in unstressed medial position. (The
four nasal vowels were not included because of the dif-
ficulty encountered in measuring the first formant; this
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formant nearly disappears when nasality is marked. The

backed /a/ is not stable enough in the traits that dis-
tinguish it from the fronted /a/.)

According to previous observations made on X-rays

of French vowels,8 the relation between the acoustic and
the articulatory levels must be understood as follows.
The spread vowels /i, e, e/ owe their high second-formant
frequency (shown by their extreme-left position on the
chart) to extreme fronting of the tongue and spreading of

the lips. The front-rounded vowels /y, 0, a/ owe the
lowering of their second-formant frequency (sho:In by a

less extreme-left position on the chart) not to a lesser

degree of tongue-fronting, but to a marked rounding of
the lips, the effect of which is to reduce the front-
cavity opening, thereby lowering its note of resonance.
The back-rounded vowels /u, o, o/ owe their extreme lower-
ing of the second-formant frequency (shown by their
extreme-right position on the chart) to the combined
effects of tongue backing and lip rounding, which both
produce a lowering of the note of resonance of the front
cavity, one by enlarging this cavity, the other by
narrowing its opening.

THE ACOUSTIC PATTERN of vowel reduction in French
contrasts sharply with that of English.

1. Very little reduction occurs in Frendh by
comparison with English -- the French arrows are not far
from the stressed vowels.

2. French reduction due to unstressing in medial
position is characterized by a small degree of mid-high
and fronted acoustic centering. This is shown by the
direction of the broken lines: high vowels fall and mid-
low, as well as low, vowels rise, whereas mid-high vowels
nearly preserve their level. It is also shown by the
fact that the broken lines of the back-rounded vowels are
longer than those of the front-spread ones. The French
acoustic pole of attraction of unstressed vowels is perhaps
located slightly below and to the left of /0/. It is,
therefore, lower and more to the left than the English pole.

3. In articulatory terms, we know that acoustic
centering can mean three things: tongue centering, lip
unrounding (for the back-rounded and the front-rounded
vowels), and lip unspreading (or the front-spread vowels).
We also know that, for the front-spread vowels, displace-
ments to the right can mean tongue backing as well as lip
unrounding (they both have the effect of lowering the
second formant) and that, for the back-rounded vowels,
displacements to the left can mean tongue fronting as well
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 4. An acoustic chart of vowel reduction
in French. The acoustic centering of unstressed
vowels is shown by the length and direction of
broken lines.

Figure 5. An articulatory chart of vowel
reduction in French. The X-ray profiles showing
tongue centering of unstressed vowels are placed
according to the acoustic chart.
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as lip unrounding (they both have the effect of raising
the second formant); but for the front-rounded vowels,
/y, 0, mV, displacements to the left can only mean lip
unrounding because the tongue is already as far fronted
as it can be.

Being acoustically lower indicates that the French
unstressed vowel is on the average more open than the
English unstressed vowel (the tongue is lower), a fact
that correlates with our data on syllable length9 -- un-
stressed syllables being longer in French than in English,
the articulators are given time to open wider.

Being acoustically more to the left correlates with
the well known tendency of French toward tongue fronting,
which contrasts with the tendency of American English
toward tongue backing.

In order to see which one, or which ones, of these
possible articulatory factors are responsible for the
acoustic centering of Fig. 4, let us examine Fig. 5 which
presents the articulatory profiles of final (stressed)
and non-final (unstressed) French vowels as uttered by
one French speaker in the pairs of words listed earlier.
(This speaker has a slight peculiarity: for the vowels
/u/ and /o/, his tongue is unusually fronted. The majority
of French speakers would make the /u/ tongue constriction
farther back along the velum and the /o/ tongue constriction
along the pharyngeal wall rather than at the velum.)

THE ARTICULATORY PATTERN of vowel reduction in French
is simple. For the front-spread vowels, /i/ and /e/ show
both a small degree of tongue centering and a small degree
of lip unrounding, whereas /c/ shows closing toward /e/
and /a/ closing toward /e/ (which are manners of centering).

For the back-rounded vowels, /u/ and /o/ show more
lip unrounding than tongue centering, and /o/ mostly shows
closing toward /o/.

For the front-rounded vowels, /y/ and /0/ show both
lip unrounding and tongue centering, and /40e/ mostly shows
closing toward /0/.

In short, where unstressed the high and mid-high
vowels of French tend to combine tongue centering with
unrounding (if they are rounded) or with lip unspreading
(if they are spread), whereas the low and mid-low vowels
simply tend to close a little toward their mid-close
counterpart.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 6. An acoustic chart of vowel reduction

in German. The acoustic centering of unstressed

vowels is shown by the length and direction of

broken lines.

Figure 7. An articulatory chart of vowel

reduction in German. The X-ray profiles showing

tongue centering of unstressed vowels are placed

according to the acoustic chart.
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GERMAN REDUCTION

Fig. 6 presents an acoustic chart of the reduction
of 14 German vowels in unstressed medial position.

The correlations between the acoustic values of the
chart and the articulatory positions they reflect are
similar to those already described for French. They need
not be repeated.

THE ACOUSTIC PATTERN of vowel reduction in German can
be described as follows:

1. The extent of vowel reduction is much smaller
than in English and slightly smaller than
broken lines are short, even shorter than
in French, every unstressed vowel remains
stressed counterpart.

in French -- the
in French. As
close to its

2. As in English and in French, the pattern of
reductioh due to medial unstressing is in general one of
acoustic centering. But two poles of attraction seem to
function, a mid-high fronted one for the spread vowels,
and a mid-fronted one for the rounded vowels. This is
especially well shown by the broken lines issuing from the
back-rounded vowels; these lines neatly point to a central-
fronted pole. A single pole can also be assumed as a
compromise between these two.

3. As in French, the acoustic data point to three
possible articulatory correlates of vowel reduction:
centering, unrounding, and unspreading. The reasoning
which justifies this assumption is similar to the one
previously formulated for French reduction: (a) the short
broken lines on the left suggest a combination of tongue
centering and lip unspreading, but both in remarkably
small amounts; (b) the relatively long broken lines of the
right suggest a combination of tongue centering and lip
unrounding, the latter effect being much more marked than
the former; (c) the very short broken lines issuing from
the mixed vowels suggest that tongue centering and lip
unrounding both operate, but in opposite directions which
compensate for one another; and the fact that the arrows
point to the left rather than to the right shows that the
acoustic effect of lip unrounding is greater than that of
tongue centering.

Fig. 7 should help to specify the contribution made
by each one of those articulatory correlates. Similar to
Figs. 3 and 5, it presents the articulatory profiles of
14 stressed vowels and their 14 unstressed counterparts
as uttered before the X-ray motion-picture camera by one
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 8. An acoustic chart of vowel reduction

in Spanish. The acoustic centering of unstressed

vowels is shown by the length and direction of

broken lines.

Figure 9. An articulatory chart of vowel
reduction in Spanish. The X-ray profiles showing
tongue centering of unstressed vowels are placed
according to the acoustic chart.
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German speaker in the pairs of words listed in Table 3.

THE ARTICULATORY PATTERN of vowel reduction in German
shows original tendencies. Unlike the French subject of
Fig. 5, who reduces vowels by lip unspreading and lip un-
rounding more than by tongue centering, the German subject
of Fig. 7 reduces vowels Plmost exclusively by tongue
centering; his lips are practically as markedly spread
(for spread vowels) or as markedly rounded (for rounded
vowels) in the unstressed vowels as in their stressed
counterparts. In most cases, the characteristic tongue
constriction is wider when the vowel is unstressed. This
is especially noticeable with the back-rounded vowels /u/,
/u/, /0/, but it is also clear with the front vowels,
whether spread or rounded, except with /e/ which closes
toward /e/ or /1/. The /a/ and /a/, too, show a wider
pharyngeal constriction when unstressed. To this major
tendency toward tongue centering, we might add a slight
tendency toward tongue fronting which seems to appear in
unstressed /:/, /e/, and /e/.

SPANISH REDUCTION

Fig. 8 presents an acoustic chart of the reduction
of the five Spanish vowels in medial unstressed position.

THE ACOUSTIC PATTERN of vowel reduction in Spanish
is simpler than in the three other languages.

1. The effect of unstressing seems to be even smaller
than in French -- the high vowels are not significantly
modified, the mid vowels are slightly mid-centered, and
the /a/ is somewhat raised and backed. This high degree
of stability in vowel color may be related to the fact
that in medial position, unstressed syllables are nearly
as long as stressed ones A in Spanish. According to a
study already mentioned, Spanish syllable-length shows
that in non-final syllables, the length ratio of stressed
to unstressed was 1.11 to 1.00. If the whole stressed
syllable is only 11 per cent longer than the unstressed
one, the difference of length between stressed and unstres-
sed vowels is perhaps no greater than 5 or 6 per cent.
Moreover, Spanish has no centered schwa vowel -- one more
sign of near syllabic equality.

2. According to Figs. 4 and 6, in German and in
French the back vowels suffer more reduction than the front
ones. In Spanish, according to Fig. 4, it is rather the
opposite -- the reduction of the back vowels is slightly
less extended than that of the front vowels, suggesting
that unrounding takes no part in the reduction. This is
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perhaps related to the fact that in Spanish lip rounding
is not distinctive -- all back vowels have lip-rounding
and all front vowels have lip-spreading, so that stressing
the rounding in stressed syllables is not necessary.

THE ARTICULATORY PATTERN of vowel reduction in Spanish
is also very simple. The X-ray profiles of Fig. 9, obtained
like those of the other languages, confirm the acoustic
data in showing how small are the effects of unstressing
upon Spanish medial vowels. Compared with their stressed
counterparts, the unstressed front vowels /1/ and /e/ are
slightly backed, the unstressed back vowels /u/ and /o/
are slightly fronted, and the unstressed /a/ shows a higher
tongue dorsum and a higher pharyngeal constriction. These
modifications are smaller than in the three other languages.

IV. Conclusion

This study was undertaken because in every language
vowels are less distinctive, more obscure, in an unstressed
syllable than in a stressed one. The reason is that the
unstressed vowel is physically and physiologically 'reduced.'
But it is not reduced by the same amount and in the same
manner in all languages.

In an attempt to compare most objectively the behavior
of vowel reduction in four languages, we have combined a
physical (acoustic) analysis with a physiological (articu-
latory) one, using successively spectrographic and cine-
radiographic techniques.

The acoustic.charts constructed for American, French,
German, and Spanish vowels in stressed and unstressed
position, by plotting the frequencies of the first and
second formants on logarithmic paper, reveal how the
auditory patterns of vowel reduction differ in each lan-
guage. The X-ray profiles of vowel positions, superimposed
upon these acoustic charts, show in articulatory terms how
the auditory differences related to vowel distinctions are
produced in each language.

The patterns of vowel reduction are the following:

The extent of vowel reduction in medial position is
much greater in (American) English than in the three other
languages, and it is somewhat smaller in Spanish than in
French and German. The acoustic charts actually show the
length and the direction of the acoustic displacement of
each vowel, and the pattern formed by such displacement in
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each language. On the English chart, the displacement

lines of opposite sides almost join each other in the

center. In the other languages the displacement lines

are short -- unstressed vowels are close to their stressed

counterparts.

Whether the displacement lines are long or short,
however, there always seems to be a pole, on each chart,
toward which all the unstressed vowels are attracted.

Using traditional articulatory directions, wc-1 might

describe the location of the English acoustic pole of
attraction as high mid-high and a little front of central.
This location nearly coincides with that of the unstressed.

/A/, on the acoustic chart. This unexpected height of
English unstressed vowels must be attributed to the short-
ness of stressed syllables which does not give time for

much jaw lowering. In addition to the major pole described
above, there might also be two minor poles of attraction
located in the mid region, a little front of central and a
little back of central.

In French and in German, the acoustic pole of attrac-
tion is again located in the mid-front region, but con-
siderably lower and more front than in English. It could
be described as low mid-high and between front and center.

The location of the pole in a lower acoustic region than

in English must be related to the fact that unstressed
syllables are longer in French and German than in English,
which allows more time for jaw lowering.

In Spanish, the acoustic pole of attraction of un-
stressed vowels in medial position seems to be located
slightly back of center. The absence of fronting which
distinguishes Spanish from French and German must be re-
lated to the perfect balance of the Spanish vowel system:

two front, two back and one central vowel. In French and
German, there are twice as many front vowels as back ones.

The X-ray profiles show that English vowel reduction
is produced by combining a central flattening of the tongue

(a marked tongue centering) with a narrow opening of the

jaws. This contradictory combination gives the reduced
vowel an articulatory shape of its own, well distinct from
all stressed vowels since, in these, tongue lowering always

coincides with jaw separation.

In French, tongue centering is not marked. With the

high and mid-high vowels the main articulatory factors of

vowel reduction are lip unrounding (for the rounded vowels)

and lip unspreading (for the spread vowels). With the low

and mid-low vowels, it is simply tongue raising.



German, unlike French makes little use of the lips in
producing vowel reduction in medial position. It prefers
centering the tongue and widening the characteristic tongue
stricture.

Spanish is comparable to German in that it does not
make any appreciable use of the lips -- its vowel reduction
in medial position is simply produced by a very slight
tongue centering. It is noteworthy, however, that Spanish,
unlike the other languages, shows more backing of the front
vowels than fronting of the back vowels, and that for the
unstressed Spanish /a/ the rise inclines toward the back
rather than the front.

In brief, vowel reduction is much more marked in English
then in French, German or Spanish, and each one of those
four languages offers a reduction pattern of its own.

V, Summary

Vowel reduction is perceived as an obscuration of
vocalic color. It occurs when a vowel is in an unstressed
syllable. The extent and the pattern of vowel reduction
in English, German, Spanish, and French are analyzed, here,
by spectrographic measurement of formants one and two, and
by motion-picture X-rays of the tongue positions. The
stressed and unstressed vowels of each language are compared
in such pairs of words as: English: Com'peting/Compe'tition;
German: Ma'nier /manie'riert; Spanish: A'chican/Achi'caban;
French: Faitigue/Fati'gue. The results are presented in
five acoustic charts and four articulatory charts which show
the acoustic pattern of vowel reduction in each language and
the articulatory profiles of stressed and unstressed vowels
for one subject in each language. The extend of vowel re-
duction is much greater in English than in the three other
languages. Statistical analysis of formant frequencies give
the following percentage of reduction: English: 17.780,
French: 8.695'0, German: 6.39, Spanish: 3.65,fh The acoustic
patterns of vowel reduction show that all unstressed vowels
are attracted toward an acoustic pole. In Spanish this pole
is slightly back of the acoustic center. In English, German,
and French, it is mid-high and front of center, but it is
clearly higher and less front in English than in German or in
French. The X-ray profiles of vowel reduction show a general
tendency toward tongue centering in all four languages, but
this tendency is more pronounced in English than in the other
languages. In English, the typical reduced-vowel is clearly
distinct from the stressed ones and combines a very small
opening of the jaws with a considerable lowering of the tongue.
In the other languages, a reduced vowel has no shape of its
own; it tends to preserve the tongue shape of its stressed
counterpart.
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lBjorn Lindblom, On Vowel Reduction, Stockholm, Royal
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20p. Cit., P. 86.

3Ibid.
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German, S misfit, and French, Chilton Books, Philadelphia, 1965, or
Julius Groos Verlag, Heidelberg, 1965, p. 35.
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#23, Vol. 24, No. 2, Suppl., April-June 1948.

8Pierre Delattre, "La radiographie des voyelles francaises
et sa correlation acoustique," French Review 42,1: 48-65.

9Pierre Delattre, "A comparison of syllable length

conditioning among languages," IRAL 4,3: 183-198.
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TWO TYPES OF NASALITY:

VOCALIC AND CONSONANTAL



NPR _....,..-11_11"111--

It is time to reconsider the unusual fact that French
nasal vowels and French nasal consonants have very little
in common today, despite their historical tie. Marguerite
Durand had pointed this out some fifteen years ago, 1 but
the acoustic data upon which she relied were inaccurate;
as we tried to demonstrate shortly thereafter.2 However,
her basic hypothesis may have been correct, and we should
like to reconsider it with the help of our research instal-
lations which are equipped for the acoustic analysis and
synthesis of the speech wave and for the cineradiography
of the speech organs in action.

Let us review what is presently known about the nasal-
ity of French vowels from three different standpoints:
perceptual, acoustic and articulatory. In order to under-
stand the discussion which follows we must have a general
understanding of the present state of research.

Perceptually what we call 'nasality' in a vowel is
nothing more than an imbalance in the intensity of the
first two formants in favor of the second. In a nasal
vowel, the second formant is predominant, the first one
having lost much of its intensity, and the end result is
a chord of formants in which the high frequencies are
much more audible than the low frequencies. To put it
another way, since every vowel is a complex chord of for-
mants, the nasal vowel is a chord with a higher average
frequency than its corresponding oral vowel because the
low-intensity first-formant weighs little in the averaging"
It is essentially this imbalance which distinguishes /a/
from /a/, /i7 from /e/, etc. An easy way to realize
this is to whisper oral and nasal vowels which have the
same formants (or approximately the same) -- the chord
of whispered /6/ is clearly higher than the chord of
whispered /e/. This has already been confirmed by per-
ceptual tests in which the relative intensities of the
two formants of artificial vowels were controlled with
precision. When the intensity of the first formant of
/e/ was reduced by twelve decibels, all the French speak-
ing subjects heard /id/.

Acousticallx, intensity reduction of the first formant
can be observed in two measurable forms on spectrograms --
cancellation and damping. These two forms produce the
same type of subjective effects but at different degrees
-- cancellation actually eliminates some harmonics; damping
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1. Comparison of French nasal
and oral vowels. The nasals are distin
guishable by a strong attenuation of the
first formant which, on these spectrograms,
is reduced to a thin harmonic. The frequency
of this harmonic is uniform for the four
nasal vowels. The other differences, such

as the frequency of the second and third
formants, are not pertinent to the perception
of nasality, according to synthetic experiments.
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merely spreads the condensed harmonics over a wider fre-
quency band.

Fig. 1 shows intensity reduction in the first formant
by cancellation such as it is produced for French vowels
when they have distinctive nasality. In the four nasal
vowels of the top row we see that the first formant is
reduced to a single, very weak harmonic -- the other har-
monics (visible in the oral vowels at the left) are can-
celled by harmonics which resonate in inverse phase in the
rhino-pharyngeal cavity which prolongs the pharynx above
the velum -- whereas the second formant keeps about the
same intensity as in the corresponding oral vowels that are
at the left. The bottom row of Fig. 1 permits us to com-
pare each nasal vowel with its corresponding oral vowel
and to note how much /5/, and especially /av, are dif-
ferent from the oral vowels /o/ and /a/, even frequeny-
wise. We also see in this figure that all the nasal
vowels (of French) have the same first -formant frequency,
a feature to which we shall return later.

When the subjective reduction of loudness is pro-
duced by damping, the first formant widens without
appreciable change in total amplitude -- the number of
harmonics increases and the amplitude of each harmonic
decreases. It is this damping phenomenon that can be
observed in the nasalization of the close vowels [I],
Rh DI Lab (as they nearly appear in Portuguese) or
in the non-distinctive nasalization produced by the
anticipation of a nasal consonant, as it occurs in English.
In fact, the two procedures, cancellation and damping, are
not always separable and may well occur simultaneously,
and therefore accumulatively, in the loudness reduction
of the first formant which makes nasality audible.

Fig. 2 offers an example of the nasalization of /i/
by simple damping of the first formant, and an example
of the nasalization of /e/ by both damping and cancellation
-- the fourth harmonic of /'6/ is considerably reduced a=
the fifth harmonic is entirely eliminated.

This figure also gives examples of first-formant
reduction by anticipation of the nasality of an /m/ or
/n/ in Sam, thin. Such reduction does not occur before
the oral consonants of sad, did, whose first formants are
as intense as the second ones. (In addition, changes in
the third formant are seen which seem to correspond to the
very moment when the velum starts its descent in anticipa-
tion of the nasal consonant, but the synthesis of nasal
vowels has shown that these frequency changes of the third
formant have no auditory effect with respect to nasality.)
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 2. Spectrograms showing the
disparity between vocalic and consonantal
nasality. First row: nasalization of
/3"/ by damping of the first formant, and
nasalization of red/ by damping and cancel-
lation of harmonics. Second row: vocalic
nasalization (weakening of the first formant)
by anticipation of the following nasal con-
sonant in Sam, thin; and non-nasalization
in sad, did. In the consonantal murmurs
the first formant is stronger than the upper
formants, completely the opposite of the
case of nasal vowels. Third row: detail
of two nasal murmurs by amplification.
Above the horizontal formants, the intensity
reduction of the upper formants can be mea-
sured in decibels on the 'sections' taken
at four different instants. In these sec-
tions, the highest line is the zero line;
the second line is the first harmonic, and
so forth to the bottom of the figure.
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Finally, Fig. 2 offers examples of the nasal murmur
in the consonants /m/ and /n/; this will be discussed later.

Articulatorily, nasality can now be observed by X-ray
not only in static photographs of artificially held posi-
tions but in motion-picture films of naturally spoken
sentences, taken at twenty-four frames per second.

In these films vowel nasalization appears in two
forms -- (1) either by the mere lowering of the velum,
a motion which connects the nasal cavities with the pharyn-
geal cavity and causes the acoustic damping of the first
formant, or (2) by a double articulation: (a) a lowering
of the velum, (b) a volume adjustment of the pharyngeal
cavity to the volume of the small rhino-pharyngeal cavity
which is situated in the prolongation of the pharynx,
exactly above the velum, all of which produces not only a
damping of the first formant, but also a cancellation of
some of the harmonics of the first formant (see Fig. 2).
It is this double articulation that is generally seen in
motion-picture X-rays of French nasal vowels.

Fig. 3 shows, in the middle column, the cavity shapes
which nasal vowels attained after centuries of medieval
evolution and, in the left column, some of the cavity shapes
from which these evolutions started. We see immediately
that the four nasal vowels of Modern French all have
approximately the same pharyngeal cavity-shape (below the
pharyngeal constriction, at the lower right corner of
each sketch) and that each nasal vowel is only distin-
guishable from the others by the shape of the anterior
buccal cavity.

Originally the Old French vowels that were nasalized
by anticipation of a nasal consonant had very unequal
Pharyngeal cavities. The left column of Fig. 3 shows that
for Clip [Y], [a], for example, the pharyngeal cavity must
have been very large -- much larger than for [e], [ad, [5]
-- whereas for [a], it must have been rather small --
smaller than for the modern [a]. Fig. 3 also shows, in the
right column, how different the nasal consonants are from
the nasal vowels. The nasal consonantg7573], [m], and
123], are shown during maximal buccal occlusion. We note two
essential differences -- (a) the cavity behind the buccal
constriction is large for the nasal consonants, small for
the nasal vowels, (b) the nasal-consonant murmur has only
one exit, through the nose; the nasal-vowel sound has two
exits, one through the mouth and one through the nose,
the latter not being used for diffusion.

Next we note, in the second column of Fig. 3, that
the volume of the pharyngeal cavity, for the modern nasal
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 3. X-rays for the comparison
of resonance cavities in nasal vowels and
consonants. First column: four nasalized
vowels of Old French; second column: the
four nasal vowels of Modern Frendh which
correspond; third column: four nasal
consonants.
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vowels, is similar to the volume of the small rhino-
pharyngeal cavity with which they are connected by the
velic passage when the velum is lowered. There are
reasons to believe that this velar cavity alone has walls
firm enough for efficient resonance; the other nasal
cavities, those which terminate in the nostrils, have
fibrous walls and could only have a damping effect,

Finally we recall that to this uniformity of pharyngeal
cavities corresponds one which is just as striking, unifor-
mity of the first-formant frequency. Fig. I had shown
that the four nasal vowels of Modern French all have the
same first-formant frequency --- this thin harmonic which
indicates that the first formant is as low for /a/ as for
ig/

It seems, therefore, that in order to produce a
maximal degree of nasality, after or during the historical
effacement of the nasal consonant which had caused the
simple, lowering of the velum, it is not essentially a
general opening motion whidh took place (since /a/ is
closer than either /a/ or /a/) but an evautton of the
aMIYagE212221IYISM211Rhallagtql- volume which
most favors the distinctive power of nasality.

Vocalic nasalization caused by the mere lowering
of the velum, with no adjustment in pharyngeal volume,
acoustically produces only damping of the first formant.
Such damping gives a weaker impression of nasality than
the one perceived in the French nasal vowels. This weak
form of nasalization is frequent in a language like
American English in which the tendency to anticipate
consonants is pronounced. In distinguishing bent from
bet, it is a question whether the [nj or the nasality of
the [e] plays the major role. This nasalizing tendency
of English is probebir comparable to that of dent, as
compared with dete, in Medieval French during he Gallo-
Roman period. The spectrograms oil Fig. 2 have already
shown us striking examples of it in the sentence Did Sam
look sad and thin. Before a nasal consonant the intensity
OTTI7171177=Eant becomes lower than that of the second
formant. Besides, the first formant is wider (damping
effect) before a nasal consonant than before an oral one.

We find the same kind of nasalization, caused by
the simple lowering of the velum, in a language such as
Portuguese where nasal vowels have remained relatively
high, [I], [6], [g], [O], [a], the large pharyngeal cavity
not having adjusted to the vouline of the velar cavity.
The /I/ of Figs. 1 and 2 illustrates the Portuguese type
of nasality.
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We might ask, of course, why the Portuguese nasal
vowels have not evolved in the same way as the French
nasals. The answer seems simple. Portuguese has pre-
served until this day a tendency to close syllables which
has prevented the complete loss of preconsonantal nasal
consonants and restrained the evolution of the preceding
vowel. Furthermore, nasal consonants had a closing effect
on preceding nasalized vowels during the Gallo-Roman
period.4 In France, on the contrary, the Gallo-Roman
tendency toward closed syllabication dramatically changed,
later, into a strong tendency toward open syllabication,
allowing the disappearance of pre-consonantal nasal con-
sonants and the denasalization of nasalized vowels when
the nasal consonant was followed by a vowel. Once liberated
from the tyranny of subsequent nasal consonants, French
nasal vowels were free to evolve into articulatory positions
more favorable to the oral/nasal distinction.5

x

We have surveyed the present state of knowledge
concerning the nature of vocalic nasality and we may now
proceed to the analysis of consonantal nasality.

A series of impressive experiments, made by acoustic
analysis and synthesis, have demonstrated that an occlusive
nasal consonant is perceived primipally by two types of
cues: (a) transitions of formants two and three, which
reflect the motions of buccal opening (or closing) and
which, almost alone, serve to distinguish among the places
of articulation (labial nasal, dental nasal, palatal nasal,
velar nasal, etc.), and (b) a nasal murmur which occurs
during the hold of the buccal closure while the lowered
velum allows the sound-wave to pass through the nostrils.
The murmur is essentially a manner of articulation cue --
its function is to distinguish a nasal consonant from its
corresponding oral occlusive: /m/ from /b/, /n/ from /d/,
/p/ from /4j/, /13/ from /g/. It is connected with the
preceding and following formants in a discontinuous manner
which also plays a role in identifying the occlusive as
nasal.

It is this murmur alone which interests us here.
Let us examine its acoustic structure in Fig. 2, first as
it appears on typical wide-band spectrograms in the /m/ and
/n/'s of the sentence Did Sam look sad and thin, then,
below that sentence (bottom of Fig. 2 , on a strongly ampli-
fied narrow-band spectrogram of isolated /m/ and /n/ closures
which show some detailed structure that is not loud enough
to appear in Sam, and, thin, or, for that matter, to be more
than barely heard in normal speech. In the lower display
of [m] and [n] murmurs, the voice melody (fundamental, or
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first harmonic) begins or ends at about 125 cps and rises
by about one octave (to 250 cps) in the middle; this helps
to bring cut the formants. Above the horizontal formants,
'sections' display the exact amplitude of each harmonic
(on a decibel scale) at four different instants. The upper
section appears as a mirror image of the lower formants,
the lowest frequencies being at the top.

In Sam, the /m/ murmur (above the broad zero line)
shows a fairly strong first formant, centered at about
250 cps, (much lower than the first formant of /m/ which
is centered at about 750 cps), and two upp^r formants. In
and [en], the /n/ shows only one upper formant above the
weak first one. (The upper formant is actually much weaker
than the low one; they appear as dark as they do because
spectrograms emphasize the visibility of high frequencies
to compensate for an intensity decrease of 9 decibels
per octave.) And in thin, the /n/ shows no clear upper
formant, the lower one being already very weak. These
three illustrations of murmurs are typical of what commonly
appears on spectrograms: a low formant at about 250 cps,
and one, two, or even no upper formants with very low
intensity. The second formant is usually stronger and
lower for /m/ than for /n/ and the third formant is
stronger for in/ than for /m/. But it has been shown, by
synthetic-speech manipulation as well as by tape-splicing
of natural speech, that the role of these upp9r formants
in distinguishing /m/ from /n/ is negligible .° Thus,
formant transitions alone must perform the task of distin-
guishing labials from dentals or from other places of
articulation.

In the detailed acoustic structure, at the bottom of
Fig. 2, seven or eight formants appear within a frequency
range of 4000 cps. It can be seen, however, that those of
/IV are not very different from those of /m/ and that the
upper formants are much weaker than the lower one, marked
F-1 (often called F-N, or nasal formant, to avoid a termino-
logical confusion with the first formant of oral vowels).
This nasal formant, or first formant of the nasal murmur
(marked F-1 at the bottom of Fig. 2), is quite the same in
the /m/ murmur as in the /n/ murmur. It is centered at
the second harmonic (above the zero base-line) when the
pitch is at about 125 cps, at the beginning or the end of
/m-m/ or /n-n/; it is centered at the first 'harmonic when
the pitch is raised to about 250 cps in the middle of the
/m-m/ or /n-n/.

According to Fig. 2, then, the first formant of the
nasal murmur 'has a frequency of about 250 cps and is com-
plemented by an indefinite number of higher formants of
very low intensity and of irrelevant frequency as far as
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distinguishing one place of articulation from another. All
this has been confirmed by the manipulation of synthetic
speech. (The frequency of 250 cps is fairly critical --
when it is changed to 350 or 400 cps, /ma/ changes to /la/.)

An interesting hypothesis can be made about the arti-
culatory source of this nasal-murmur first-formant. Its
frequency of 250 cps is the same as the first-formant fre-
quency of a high vowel like /i/, /y/, or /u/. The X-ray
profiles of Fig. 3 permit us to compare the pharyngeal
cavities of nasal consonants such as /A/2 /n/, /m/, //2/,
with the pharyngeal cavities of close vowels such as /i/,
/y/, /u/. We note that they have comparable volumes.

Since the first formants of /i/, /y/, /u/ are closely
related to the volume of the pharyngeal cavity, the first
formant of the nasal murmur could well be also assigned to
this cavity. A confirmation of this hypothesis is found
in the fact that /13/, whose pharyngeal cavity is somewhat
smaller than that of the other nasal consonants, has a
slightly higher frequency of first formant in the nasal
murmur.

X

Let us finally compare nasal vowels with the nasal
murmurs of nasal consonants.

None of the acoustic characteristics described above
for nasal murmurs are shared by Modern French nasal vowels,
neither in the formant frequencies nor in the structural
distribution of energy.

The first formant of the nasal vowels is at about
500 cps; that of nasal murmurs is at about 250 cps. The
upper formants of the nasal vowels play a distinctive role
with respect to the perception of vocalic place of articu-
lation; those of the nasal murmurs do not help in distin-
guishing one nasal consonant from another.

As for the distribution of energy, the opposition is
still more apparent. In nasal vowels the first formant is
Weak and the others strong; in nasal murmurs the first
formant is clearly stronger than the upper formants.

With respect to their articulatory characteristics,
the nasal vowels and murmurs have only one common feature,
the opening of the velic passage which connects the nasal
and oral cavities. (And still, these openings are produced
differently. For nasal vowels the velum is always :lowered
in the form of an arch, parallel to the curve of the tongue;
for the murmurs the velum usually maintains its square-angle



shape and separates itself from the pharyngeal surface
(more exactly from the Passavant bulge) in a horizontal
accordeon-like motion ©) For French nasal vowels, the
pharyngeal cavity (lower half of the pharynx) is rather
small, being adjusted to the volume of the rhino-pharynx,
whereas for nasal murmurs the pharyngeal cavity is so large
that it compares with the large volume of high oral vowels.

X

Let us summarize. According to the acoustical, arti-
culatory, and perceptual evidence that has been gathered
by successive experiments, nasal vowels, as they are found
in French, have little in common with nasal consonants.
It was only at the first stage of the evolution of French
nasal vowels that nasal vowels shared a common feature with
nasal consonants, and this feature was only articulatory
-- the velic opening. From this point on, the two 'nasali-
ties' gradually became remarkably different from each other.
Acoustically, they acquired different frequencies and, even
more important, inverse distributions of intensity -- the
nasal vowels are characterized by the weakness of their
first formant and the strength of their upper ones; the
nasal murmurs of consonants are characterized by the
strength of their first formant as compared with the weak-
ness of their upper ones. The primary cause of these
pronounced divergences is that, from the beginning, the
resonance systems of nasal vowels were opposed to those of
nasal consonants. Nasal vowels were oriented toward the
buccal cavities which remained opened during their occurrence;
they were, then, diffused at the lips. On the contrary,
the nasal murmurs were blocked by a buccal closure and their
only possible exit was through the nasal cavities. By passing
through these 'dead' chambers, their high frequencies were
damped and attenuated.
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FOOTNOTES

1Marguerite Durand, "De la formation des voyelles
nasales," Studia Lin uistica, 7: 33-53, 1953.

2Pierre Delattre, "Les attributs acoustiques de la
nasalite vocalique et consonantique," Studia Liagaatiaa,
8,2: 103-109, 1955.

3By the same token, the color of nasal vowels is less
distinctive than that of oral vowels -- nasal vowels are
less distinguishable among themselves than are oral vowels

-- probably because they have a single formant, as the first
of the distinctive formants is reduced. It should not sur-
prise us then that poets treat them as 'veiled' vowels.

4See M. K. Pope, From Latin to Modern French, 1952,

p. 166.

5This emancipation of the French nasal vowels is perhaps
what will cause their deterioration. Because of it, even
though they have gained distinctive nasality and have rein-
forced their opposition to oral vowels, they have decreased
the distinction of color among themselves. This attenuation
of the first formant should eventually reduce these four
phonemes to two: /a'/ and /5/. This opposition of two nasals
only would be more stable -- it would rest on the opposition
of two articulatory features: anterior-spread vs. posterior-
rounded, and a wide frequency difference in the second
formants: F-2 at 1800 cps vs. F-2 at 800 cps.

6Andre Malecot, "Acoustic cues for nasal consonants,
an experimental study involving a tape-splicing technique,"
Language, 32,2: 274-284, April-June 1956.
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EXPLAINING THE CHRONOLOGY OF NASAL VOWELS

BY ACOUSTIC AND RADIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS



For the past few years, the nasality of vowels has
been the subject of detailed analysis, by radiographic as
well as spectrographic techniques. Certain coincidences
in the results are now suggesting the existence of a
striking correlation between the chronology of nasal vowels
in Old French and the changing shape of the pharyngeal
cavity during the slow development of nasality. The eine-
radiographic comparison of nasal and oral vowels offers
an explanation of the fact that the four nasal vowels of
French did not acquire their distinctive nasality simul-
taneously but sequentially, one at a time, in the course
of several centuries, and the acoustic analysis of nasality
lends support to this explanation.

The present study will mainly rely on the articulatory
study of nasality by means of motion-picture X-rays, but
it will also involve the acoustic analysis of nasal quality
on spectrograms. Let us, therefore, begin by reviewing
what is already known about the acoustics of nasality.
Thanks to the perceptual testing of vowel nasality by psycho-
acoustic techniques, based on the manipulation of synthetic
speech, the acoustic cues and acoustic features, which dis-
tinguish a nasal vowel like /Z/ from an oral vowel like
/e/, are now rather well understood. A simple spectrogram
will illustrate these acoustic distinctions.

Figure 1 contrasts nasal vowels and oral vowels by
means of spectrograms of the two following sentences;

L'ascete est h cind [1 aset et a sk]
and

L'enceinte est h sec [1 ase't et a sek]

It shows that, for each nasal vowel, the first formant is
weeirer than the second formant of the same vowel and is
weaker than the first formant of the corresponding oral
vowel. The relative intensity of each formant can be evalu-
ated by its degree of darkness, If we compare [la] of the
upper spectrogram with [la] of the lower spectrogram, we
note that for [la] the first formant (F-1 on Fig. 1) is
very dark and the second (F-2 on Fig. 1) considerably
lighter; for [la], the opposite condition prevails -- the
first formant (F-1) is lighter than the second (F-2) and
is lighter than the first formant of [la] of the upper
spectrogram.
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1, Wide-band spectrograms
showing the acoustic features of nasal
vowels TO, /E,/, in contrast with their
oral counterparts /a/, /e/. It appears
that nasality is perceived by an imbalance
in the intensity of the first and second
formants, In the nasal vowels of aim],
lien- and -cei:late, the first formant (F-1)
iraways TiTs :intense (less dark on the
spectrograms) than the second formant (F-2);

the first formant of each nasal vowel is

also less intense than the first formant
of the corresponding oral vowel.
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Similar comparisons can be made for other pairs of
vowels. In [se] of the upper spectrogram the first formant
is somewhat darker than the second; in [se] of the lower
spectrogram, the first formant (upper portion of the lowest
darkness, the lower portion corresponding to the always
present fundamental harmonic) is considerably lighter than
the second. In the nasal [e] of cinq (upper spectrogram)
the first formant (F-1) is lighter than the second (F-2),
whereas in the oral [e] of sec (lower spectrogram) th,
first formant (F-1) is at least as dark as the second
formant (F-2). In short, the first formants of the three
nasal vowels in ]'enceinte and cinq show less intensity
than the first formants of the three oral vowels in
l'ascete and sec.

The main acoustic correlate of 'nasality is, therefore,
the loss of intensity of the first formant. The subjective
impression which is called nasality (in vowels) is caused
by a lack of balance in the relative intensities of the
two lowest formants -- the second formant dominates the
first instead of submitting to it or combining with it on
fairly equal terms as in oral vowels. This has been
thoroughly verified by the controlled manipulation of
synthetic speech. An artificial vowel is synthesized with
two formants of equal intensity. Then the intensity of
the first formant is graddally reduced in steps of three
decibels while the intensity of the second formant is kept
constant. French listeners start hearing a nasal vowel
for a first formant reduction of 9 decibels and they are
unanimous in calling it nasal when the reduction reaches
15 decibels.

Fig. 2 illustrates this reduction of the first
formant intensity with more precision than Fig. 1,
thanks to the narrow filtering which uncovers each indi-
vidual harmonic of the formants. For the oral vowels
(left portion of the upper spectrogram) both formants (the
first and the second) are composed of several harmonics
each -- mostly of two, three, or four harmonics. But for
the nasal vowels (right portion of the upper spectrogram)
the first formant is reduced to a single thin harmonic,
the others having been either weakened by acoustic damping
or eliminated by acoustic counter-resonance.

We also notice, in Fig. 2, that the first-formant
frequency of the nasal vowels is the same for all of them.
Nasal vowels, therefore, are not distinguished from each
other by their first-formant frequency but only by their
second-formant frequency -- a very minimal distinction
since two vowels can be distinguished from each other by
as many as three acoustic features: first-formant frequency,
second-fornant frequency, and first-formant intensity.
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 2. Narrow-band spectrograms
of four French oral vowels and of their
nasal counterparts. The detailed harmonic
structure shows a marked loss of intensity
in the first formant of the nasal vowels
in comparison with the oral ones. The first
formant of oral vowels appears as two or
three dark harmonics, whereas the first
formant of the nasal vowels, in the lower
as well as in the upper spectrogram, has
only one light harmonic. Furthermore, the
frequency of this light harmonic is very
nearly the same for all nasal vowels.
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This is the case of [e] vs. [a] or [a] vs. [5], for in-

stance.

Once these acoustic correlates of nasality were known,

the question of their physiological explanation was raised.

Beyond the fact that the velum was lowered, one wanted to

know what the articulatory correlates of the first-formant
reduction could be. For this purpose, the technique of
motion-picture X-rays was improved until it became possible
to clearly see on X-ray frames the velum lowering as well

as the shape of the complete mouth and pharynx cavities.

It is in the course of such cineradiographic investigations
that the historical correlation we are concerned with here

made its appearance.

Let us now consider the historical aspect of nasality

in French vowels.

Fig. 3 presents the articulatory conditions which
must have prevailed at the beginning and at the end of

the nasalization process according to X-ray motion pictures

of natural speech. These vocal cavities are those of a
single French person but it must be emphasized that confor-
mity among subjects appears much greater on motion-picture
X-rays than on still X-rays. When subjects had to hold

an articulatory position while being photographed, striking
individual divergences seemed to exist for the same sound.

The motion-picture technique showed that these divergences
did not exist in naturally articulated speech. Within the
carpenter's square shape of Fig. 3 are the articulatory
profiles of the four nasal vowels of Modern French. Outside

of the carpenter's square shape are the profiles of the
vowels which nasalized in Old French when the velum was
lowered in anticipation of a following nasal consonant.
These nasalizing vowels, at the beginning of their nasal
evolution, are marked with a dotted tilde. To simplify our
argument, let us select four of the vowels and see how
their resonance cavities were modified by nasalization.

In the course of the Middle Ages,

nasalized before [n] or [m] became i

9 9 9 It 9

9 ( 0+n)" "
tt it tt

tlf " II If If ft

5

a

Between the appearance of the left-side vowels and the

realization of the right-side vowels, from ten to fifteen

centuries elapsed.

In Fig. 3, the pharyngeal cavities are marked with
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 3. An X-ray comparison of the
pharyngeal cavities (slanted lines) of the
nasal vowels of Modern French (in the car-
penter's square) with the pharyngeal cavities
of the nasalized vowels that can be assumed
to have occurred in Old French. (a) Nasalized
/i/, /y/, /u/ have much larger kharyngeal
cavities than nasal /we?, /oe/, /o/, but
nasalized /a/ has a smaller pharyngeal cavity
than nasal /a/. (b) It is assumed that all
four nasal vowels of Modern French have
arrived at comparable pharyngeal dimensions
by adjusting their volume to that of the
rhino-pharynx (crossed lines) in the course
of centuries, seeking the most favorable
dimension to distinctive nasality.
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slanted lines and the rhino-pharyngeal cavities (above the
velum) by crossed lines. Only these two cavities are of
concern to us here, the front (mouth) cavity not being
involved in the nasalizing of nasal vowels but only in
distinguishing the nasal vowels among themselves. Let us

observe the differences in volume between the nasalizing
vowels of early Medieval French and the nasal vowels of
late Medieval French. For nasalizing /i/, /y /, and /u/
(upper row), the pharyngeal cavity is very large (and

accordingly, the first formant is very low); for nasal
/e/, /m/, and /5/, this pharyngeal cavity is much smaller
(and accordingly, the first formant higher). For nasali-
zing /a/ (lower row), the pharyngeal cavity is very small
(and accordingly, the first formant is very high); for
nasal /a/, the pharyngeal cavity is somewhat larger than
for /a/ (and accordingly, the first formant is lower).
Thus, in the course of nasalization, the cavities of /i/,
/y/, and /u/ became larger and that of /a/ became smaller
in such a way that all four nasal vowels ended with practi-
cally equal volumes of their pharyngeal cavity (and accor-
dinly, with similar frequencies of the first formant).
This is the first remarkable fact that concerns us. If it

is not a coincidence, it has a reason. The most natural
assumption is that the evolution of the four nasal vowels
has ended with similar pharyngeal dimensions because this
dimension is the most favorable to distinctive nasality.
A second remarkable fact is that the 'favorable dimension'
of the pharyngeal cavity of all French nasal vowels is
equal, or comparable, to that of the rhino-pharyngeal cavity
just above it (crossed lines). Now, according to acoustic
theory, when two communicating cavities have the same volume,
such as the pharyngeal and rhino-pharyngeal cavities of
nasal vowels, their harmonic sound-waves may resonate in
opposite phase and cancel each other. It is obviously by
such harmonic cancellations or reductions that the first
formant (which is closely related to the pharyngeal cavity)
becomes weaker in nasal vowels than in oral ones. Our
second assumption, therefore, is that in the development
of distinctive nasality, (in seeking to nasalize maximally)
the variable volume of the pharyngeal cavity has gradually
adjusted itself to the fixed volume of the rhino-pharyngeal
cavity. Equalizing the two volumes is probably the most
effective way of reducing the intensity of the first for-

mant. Simply lowering the velum, without adjusting to the
'favorable dimension' of the pharynx, only has the effect
of 'damping' the first formant. This does reduce the loud
ness of the first formant, the harmonics being less condensed,

but it does not actually cancel certain harmonics. It is

most likely that the development of French nasal vowels began
with mere damping of the first formant when the velum was
lowered, and ended with harmonic cancellations in addition
to damping when the pharynx adjusted its volume to that of
the rhino-pharynx.
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Let us now consider the temporal sequence of vowel
nasalization during the Middle Ages.

The first established fact which concerns us here is
that at one time or other all the vowels of Old French
nasalized when followed by a nasal consonant, and in all
stressed syllables this nasality eventually played a dis-
tinctive role: V.. annu > O.F. an [an], with a nasal [a],
whereas V.L. arcu > O.F. arc [arkTwith an oral [a]. As
early as the Song of Roland, the nasal [a] of champ

[lamp], from V.L. campu, did not assonate with the oral
a of charn [tfarnJ, from V.L. carne, and by the end of
the Medieval Period two words like champ /X and chat
/fa/ were distinguished from each other by the presence
or absence of nasality.

The development of vowel nasality must have been very
slow since it began in the first century B.O. the first
time a Gaul attempted to pronounce a Latin word, and the
first evidence we have of its distinctive status is in
the eleventh century A.D.

(If Modern French vowels are no longer nasal in words
like armee, aine, it is because in late Old French, when
the nasal consonant was followed by a vowel, open syllabi-
cation caused that nasal consonant to move to the syllable
of the following vowel, and the nasal vowel, having lost
its close contact with the nasal consonant, lost its
nasality and became oral again. This is known as Middle
French denasalization. It explains such losses of nasality
as V.L. annata > F. armee, by way of 0.F. Cane], Mid. F.
[g-ne], Mod. F. [a- nJ577.L. antiu > F. aine, by way of
early O.F. [ginej, late O.F. 17177j, Mid. F. LE-ne], Mod. F.
[e-ne] ; V.L. femina > F. femme, by way of early O.F. [feme],
late O.F. [faEurmid. 11.7177me], Mod. F. [fa-m].)

It is furthermore established that nasalization did
not produce distinctive nasality at the same time for all
vowels. On the basis of the rimes and assonances of
literary texts, the lapse of time separating the earliest
and the latest occurrences of distinctive nasality is of
at least three centuries, possibly of six. At the time
when a nasal /g/ no longer assonated with an oral /a/ in
the Song of Roland, nasal /1/, ail and /3/ still assonated
with oral /i/, /y/, and /o/. According to most grammarians,
the chronology of nasality is approximately the following:
Nasalized /a/ may have become distinctive as early as the
tenth century, nasalized /e/ during the eleventh or later,
and nasalized /0/ during the twelfth. As for nasalized
/i/, /y/, and /u/, they may have attained distinctiveness
toward the end of the thirteenth century, but more likely
in the sixteenth century only when their timbre modifica-
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tion into the final forms of /i-/, /6"11, and /5/ developed
rather suddenly.

Whatever the actual chronology may have been, it is
certain that the distinctive degree of nasality was reached
first by the lowest vowels, then by the mid-low and mid-
high ones, and lastly by the high ones. This brings us
to the heart of our argument. If, instead of considering
tongue height, we observe the volume of pharyngeal cavities
(Fig. 3), we note that the chronology of distinctive
nasality correlates with the difference between the pharyn-
geal-cavity volume of the original oral vowels and the
pharyngeal-cavity volume of their nasal counterparts (the

favorable volume). For /i/, /y/, /u/, the pharyngeal
cavity is very large; it is much larger than the 'favorable
dimension' illustrated by /i'/, /av, /3/, /a/. The dif-
ference between the pharyngeal volume and the favorable
volume being considerable, one would expect the modification
from one volume to the other to take centuries.

For /e/, /e/, /oh /0/, the difference between the
original pharyngeal cavity and the favorable pharyngeal

_cavity being smaller, one would expect the modification
"'from one volume to the other to take less time. And for
/a/, the difference between the original pharyngeal volume
and the favorable pharyngeal volume being the smallest,
one would expect the modification from one volume to the
other to take the least time. In brief, the larger the
modification to which the pharynx had to submit before
reaching the dimension most favorable to nasality, the
longer the period of time required.

This new hypothesis to explain the extended chronology
of nasal vowels in Medieval French would not have been
possible without the recent advances in cineradiographic
techniques. The scientific comparison of contemporary
articulations may be relevant to the understanding of
historical phonetics.

Should our hypothesis be true, two new points must
be added to the history of nasal vowels. (a) It has often
been said that, in the process of nasalization, vowels
opened (the tongue was lowered). This is only partly true
-- the /a/ vowel actually closed (the tongue was raised)
as it became more nasal. (b) Actually, it is neither
closing nor opening that is primarily involved in French
nasalization, it is seeking the pharyngeal dimension which
is the most favorable to distinctive nasality -- a dimension
which is considerably smaller than that of the highest
vowels but clearly larger than that of the lowest ones;
this dimension is determined by that of the rhino-pharyngeal
cavity which the pharyngeal cavity seeks to equal. Raising
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or lowering the tongue are only secondary factors in
nasalization; the primary factor is the adjustment of
the pharyngeal cavity to the 'favorable dimension.'1

SUT"JMARY

A motion-picture X-ray comparison between the pharyn-
geal cavity of nasal vowels in Modern French and the
pharyngeal cavity of the nasalized vowels from which they
must have come in Old French suggests a new explanation
for the historical fact that low vowels, such as /a/,
acquired distinctive nasality early (10th century), high
vowels, such as /i/, /y/, /u/, late (13th century or later)

and mid vowels, such as /c /, /o/, /e/, /o/, in between.
A striking correlation is found between the different
lengths of time each vowel required to reach distinctive
nasality and the difference in pharyngeal volume between
the nasal vowels of Modern French and the nasalized vowels
of early Old French. The greater the difference between
the pharyngeal volume of the nasal vowel and the pharyngeal
volume that vowel had at the start of nasalization, the
longer the time a vowel took to acquire distinctive nasality.
In other words, it can be assumed that a vowel like /a/
acquired distinctive nasality, /a/0, early (when followed by
a nasal consonant) because it had a very small pharyngeal
cavity which did not need a great length of time to adjust
its volume to that of the small pharyngeal cavity that is
most favorable to distinctive nasality and is found in
all Modern French nasal vowels. But a vowel like /i/
acquired distinctive nasality, /1e/, late because it had
a ver lama pharyngeal cavity which needed a great length
of time at least three centuries more than /a/) to adjust
its volume to that of the small pharyngeal cavity found in
all Modern French nasal vowels (the 'most favorable'
volume). Other facts, confirming this assumption, are found

in the dimension of the rhino-pharynx, which, in nasal
vowels, is comparable to that of the pharynx, and in the
acoustics of French nasality which is characterized by a
low-intensity first formant whose frequency (like its
pharyngeal volume) was nearly the same for all the nasal
vowels toward the end of their long evolution.
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1
It must be noted here that articulatory seeking of

the favorable pharyngeal dimension to produce fully nasal-
ized vowels was made possible by the tendency to open
syllables whidh appeared and kept increasing during the
late Old French and the Middle French periods. In Portu-
guese, if nasality did not produce the same sort of
pharyngeal modification as in French (nasal /i/, for
instance, keeping its large pharyngeal cavity rather than
modifying it toward that of /gen, it must be because closed
syllabication has always prevailed, keeping the nasal
consonant in close contact with the preceding vowel.
According to M. K. Pope (From Latin to Modern French,
pp. 176-177) a nasal consonant has a closing effect over
the preceding Lo].



SYNTAX AND INTONATION,

A STUDY IN DISAGREEMENT
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Our theme is inappropriateness in intonation. Its

effects will be observed by covering syntactic structures
with intonation curves that are not the most appropriate
to the structures.

Poets have known for a long time that inappropriate-
ness is a rich source of expression. In "Rien n'est plus
cher que la chanson grise," Verlaine suggests its deli-
berate use and, at the same time, offers a subtle example
of it: in "chanson grise" the inappropriate alliance of
sound and color illustrates the evocative power of synes-
thesia -- a single notion is perceived simultaneously by

two different senses, here hearing and sight. Before

Verlaine, of course, Baudelaire had used such illogical
sequences as "un vieux flacon qui se souvient" or "une

fleur qui s'evapore."

'Similarly, alliances of syntactic structures with
intonation curves that are inappropriate can express a
number of attitudes which contrast with those of the
appropriate curves in a predictable manner. Let us take

as an example the utterance: "Quand artez - vous." When

said with the falling intonation (4-1) which is logical

for an interrogation (information question), it has the
literal meaning of "When are you leaving?" If the rising

curve which would be appropriate for a yes-or-no question

is substituted [ka parte vu]: (2-4.0, it takes on the
meaning of "Are you asking me when I am leaving? Do you

have the nerve to do that?" most likely with a connotation

of indignation. If a rising curve of implication is sub-

stituted [ka parte vu]: (2-4-), the directness of the
question is softened, a note of respect, of consideration,

is added. When the moderate rise of minor continuation
is used by a listener in repeating the falling interro-

gation of a speaker [Ica parte vu]: (2-3), perplexity, as

a bewildered objection, is expressed, whidh could mean:
the answer is not so simple as you seem to believe. And

if the intonation of parenthesis [ka parte vu]: (1-1) is

substituted, a reflecting or wondering mood pervades which

might be translated by "What exactly do you mean by that?"

Before surveying the effects of inappropriate curves,
let us review the intonation curves in their appropriate

uses. A statistical study, based on the analysis of
French plays, by ear and by spectrograms of actors' diction

yielded ten major curves related to syntactic structure or
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distribution.' The systematic testing of those ten curves
was done by neutralizing the segmental content, either by
means of minimal pairs in which the same phonemes are said
with different intonations (You think it's raining. / You
think it's raining?) or by erasing the segmental content
of a recording without erasing the supra-segmental features.
The result of those tests indicates that, in French, the
ten major curves form only seven distinctive units, five
being individually distinctive, two being in complementary
distribution (the high parenthesis and the low parenthesis)
and three being not clearly distinctive from one another
(the three curves falling from 4 to 1) but distinctive from
all the others as a group. The ten curves we have in mind
are illustrated in Figure 1 by a single sequence of seg-
mental phonemes: [kElt5b], Which can be spelled: Quelle
tombe, or Qu'elle tombe, the meaning depending on syntactic
structure or distribution combined with intonation.

Figure 1 presents the ten appropriate curves on a
convenient four-level scale, using curve shapes that are
reminiscent of the actual frequency variations that can be
seen on spectrograms. Note that curves 1 to 4 are rising;
curves 5 and 6 are level; and curves 7 to 10 are falling.

The seven distinctive curves can be described as
follows:

1. THE QUESTION CURVE. In the first line of Figure 1,
qu'elle tombe has a rising slope which must rise to a
higher level than C'est la, with an increasing degree of
rise (2-4+).

2. THE MAJOR CONTINUATION CURVE. In the second line of
Figure 1, qu'elle tombe has a rising slope which must rise
to a higher level than C'est la, but with a decreasing
degree of rise (2-4).

3. THE IMPLICATION CURVE. In the third line of Figure 1,
qu'elle tombe rises to a higher level than C'est la and
the degree of rise is decreasing, as in line 2, but the
decrease in rise is more stressed than in line 2, so that
the curve of implication reaches a high plateau early and
tends to slack toward the end (2-4..).

4. THE MINOR CONTINUATION CURVE. In the fourth line of
Figure 1, Qu'elle tombe rises decreasingly and to a lower
level than ou non (or qu'elle tombe of line 2); it can even
be falling instead of rising but is so only exceptionally.
The minor continuation curve of line 4 indicates that
Qu'elle tombe is a smaller sense-group, belonging to the
larger sense-group Qu'elle tombe ou non in which the major
continuation curve of ou non announces the end of a related
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series of sense-groups. The fact that the curves of Qu'elle
tombe in line 4 and qu'elle tombe in line 2 are distinctive
can be demonstrated by such meaningful oppositions as: Il
a eint (2-4) e la dame (2-3) / en noir (2-1) vs. Il a peint
,2-3 / la dame T7777 en noir (2-1).

5. THE PARENTHESIS PLATEAU. The high plateau of qu'elle
tombe in line 5 (also called echo) and the low plateau of
qu'elle tombe in line 6 are allotones of the same intoneme
since their level is conditioned by the curve that precedes
them. They are said to be in complementary distribution.
Whatever their pitch level is -- low or high -- the paren-
theses tend to 'have a flat shape, which is noted by 4-4
or 1-1.

6. THE FINALITY CURVE. In the seventh line of Figure 1,

the curve of qu'elle tombe falls increasingly from level 2
to level 1. To express declarative finality without
ambiguity, this falling curve must start at a lower level
than la of C'est la. Should it start at a higher level
than 17, qu'elle tombe would take on the meaning of command
rather than a declaration.

7. THE INTERROGATION - COMMAND - EXCLAMATION CURVE. The
pitch curves of lines 8, 9, and 10 must fall rapidly from
level 4 to level 1 in order to be distinguished from the
slow fall (2-1) of declarative finality. Those three curves
have slightly different shapes, as indicated in Figure 1,
but their differences are not sharp or stable enough to be
clearly identified without context.. They may therefore be
considered as three allotones of the same intoneme. The

three meanings are distinguished from one another by syntax
rather than by intonation.

Those seven distinctive curves can also be profitably
illustrated by a dialogue such as the following:

Quand j'ai vu

l'accident,

aia221L.
Quelle horreur:

Aidez-nous.

.Vous ne voyez pas,

Monsieur l'aEent?

Je vois fort bien,

there Madame.

Que. puis-je faire?

Minor continuation: 2-3

Major continuation: 2-4

Finality: 2-1

Exclamation: 4-1

Command: 4-1

Question: 2-4+

Echo: 4-4

Implication: 2 -4_

Parenthesis: 1-1

Interrogation: 4-1
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And here is, for comparison, an illustrative dialogue in
English with the appropriate levels for that language.

Look at him.

What a play!

Had he run

and not passed,

he'd be safe.

And what next,

according to you?

Pass again,

do you suppose?

Of course.

Command: 3-4-1

Exclamation: 4-4-1

Minor continuation: 2-3-2

Major continuation: 2-3-1-2

Finality: 2-3-1

Interrogation: 3-4-2

Parenthesis: 1-1

Question: 2-1-4

Echo: 4-4

Implication: 2-4-3

Now that we are familiar with the ten basic appropri-
ate curves of French and with the syntactic form they
logically cover, we can proceed to make inappropriate
substitutions.

The most productive substitution is the one which
uses the implication curve. In order to realize the shape
of this curve, let us examine it in opposition to a few
others. The implication of

11

Vous l'avez demasque (cet intrigant)

cannot be confused with the finality of

12
Vous l'avez demasque (cet intrigant)

nor can it be confused with the question of

13
Vous l'auez demasque (cet intrigant)

or with the continuation of
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14

Vous l'avez demasque (et it a disparu)

As in illustration 3 of Figure 1, the implication curve is
characterized here by an early rise followed by a slight
weakening toward the end of the last syllable.

1. COMMAND > IMPLICATION

The appropriate curve for a short command is a direct
fall, starting at the highest level, as in

15
Asseyez-vous Comprenez-moi Ne partez pas

Substituting a curve of implication, we have:

16

Asseyez-vous Comprenez-moi Ne partez pas

Since the syntax of command is generally unambiguous, the
meaning of a command is not lost; here, it is simply en-
riched and attenuated by an attitude of consideration, of

respectful request. The implicit words, following the
implication, could be, for instance:

17

18

19

20

Finissez-la (si qa vous fait plaisir)

Finissez -la (maintenant que vous l'avez commencee)

Finissez-la__ sistez

Finissez -la (du moment que c'est la vOtre)
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What the speaker does not explicitly add, the listener
understands well enough because he is aware of the speaker's
state of mind and is perhaps helped by a gesture or a
facial expression.

2. EXCLAMATION > IMPLICATION

The appropriate curve for an exclamation is a rapid
fall with an increasing slope, as in

21

Quelle horreur Pensez-vous Oh la la Scandale

Substituting a curve of implication adds such notions as
mystery, secrecy, hypocrisy, even calumny:

22
Quelle horreur Pensez-vous Oh l' la Scandale

Moreover, in the process of pitch-curve substitution, the
syllabic intensity which characterizes an exclamation is
subdued, the initial consonants lose some of their expres-
sive energy.

3. QUESTION > IMPLICATION

Here, we must treat separately the questions in which
intonation is redundant because of syntactic form: Viendrez-
vous?, Est-ce que vous viendrez? and the questions which
depend on intonation alone to be heard as questions: Vous
viendrez?

A. Questions without redundancy

The appropriate curve of questions without redundancy
is rising with an increasing slope, as in

23 __../I1111111

Vous viendrez Tu comprends C'est difficile
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If the implication curve is substituted, as in

24

/...-"7"--";------0,.--.."---_,,e.----

Vous viendrez .;.0 comprends C'est difficile

it takes on the meaning of a request for agreement, for
consent, for confirmation. Such a request is often comple-
mented by a n'est-ce-pas or an hein.

25
Vous viendrez n'estce pas C'est difficile hein

Dramatic authors usually put a question mark at the end of
such requests for agreement. It serves to indicate that the
sentence is not declarative, but it does not show whether
the author meant a true ascending question or an implicative
request for agreement. For example, in the first scene of
Sartre's Huis Clos (No Exit) we find Garcin saying: "Vous
n'etes pas sans savoir ce qu'on raconte la-bas?" [sur la
terre] (You are not without knowing what they say over there?)
where the question mark is misleading since it is not a
question meaning literally "Do you know it?" but a request for
agreement meaning "Obviously, you must know it." Similarly a
few lines farther, after Garcin has enumerated the names of
the torture instruments he expects .to be used in 'hell, the
waiter answers: "Vous voulez rire?" Here also the question
mark is misleading, for it is not a question asking "Would
you like to laugh?" but a request for agreement, meaning "I
can see that you are not serious." If one could make a rule
that an affirmative syntactic structure followed by a question
mark indicates a request for agreement, all would be well;
but that is not the case -- a little farther down, on the same
page, we find: "... ca ne vous dit rien?" where the question
mark indicates a real question, meaning "doesn't that mean
anything to you?"

B. Questions with redundancy

In theory, the appropriate curve of questions that are
indicated by the syntax has the same rising shape, with an
increasing slope, as questions without redundancy. In
practice, however, when the intonation, is redundant it is
often omitted, or less marked, than in the following
illustrations:
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26
Se taira-t-il

When an implication curve is substituted, the utterance
expresses exasperation and no yes-or-no answer is expected:

27
Ac-tu firi (lambin) 3e taira-t-il (A la fin)

Whether the use of an implication curve over a question
produces a request for agreement or a mood of exasperation
depends, therefore, on the syntax. In the following examples
the implication in parenthesis emphasizes the contrast: Tu
es pret, (n'est-ce pas)? Es-tu pret (a la fin)? The fact
that it is impossible to imply n'est-ce pas after Es-tu pret,

makes it clear.

4. INTERROGATION > IMPLICATION

We call "interrogation" the falling question which
generally begins with an interrogative word. The appropriate
curve of interrogation is falling with a decreasing slope:

28
MIIIMMEMMILIMMEMMEMEL
11111111%MNIMIII11NMMINMMEMI%1111=11=11111

"""mill11111111111111111..........'"111111111111111M.........1
Quand viendrez -vouo 0 irons -nous Ou'eot-oe iu'ilo font

When the implication curve is substituted, a mild note
of irritation, desperation, hopelessness is added:

29

30

31

yllanfl vie_ndrezvoue alor

IIIIIIIP".-
MOW

1 irons -noun (vnyonn mcspluvre ami)
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Naturally, the interrogative word with which such
utterances must begin compells the meaning to remain that
of an interrogation.

5. FINALITY > IMPLICATION

Here we shall need three sub-classes. In each one of

them the curve which is appropriate to a declarative ending

falls from low to very low with an increasing slope. The

effect of the substitution of inappropriate curves depends
on whether the sense-group of finality is isolated or not,

and if not it depends on what follows and precedes in the
structure of the whole sentence.

A. When a declarative utterance is followed by a
reduplication, the falling curve of finality makes the
statement sound cold, indifferent, literal, almost un-

natural.

32

33

Il ent ret votre gateau
-----=--___________
loun la trouv erez oette oravate

---- =_____________
J' ennerai A votre rob16me Elle en a annez de oette affaire

The substitution of an implication curve seems to make

the statement more natural; implication goes well with re-
duplication, it prepares for it. In addition it expresses
a gentle warning.

34

35

ant prat votre gateau Vouo la ,rouverez ette oravate

J1 ennerai a votre grobleme lle en a annez de cette arra r

Perhaps in this case, it is the implication curve that
is appropriate and the finality curve that is not.
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B. A short Isolated declaration normally uses the
falling curve of finality. But in a dialogue, if the
finality curve is used too many times in succession, the
expression is flat, it is tasteless. When, on the other
hand, implication curves are substituted, an undercurrent
of tacit understanding is established between the speakers.
To realize this, let us compare two different dictions of
the same conversation between a brother and his sister.

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

J'ai i::v:te JeanJ'ai invite Jean aires toutr-------

ctest uL taL4Q _;14e ne tonnn lien Centre nous)

01, re Fadt ennare qu'il acoepte bien our)

3 1 1

___

1. r n,
_____ ---

a depni ie oon pore ,tu comprbETST

lutot ale oa mere eu Outot de oa mere 11 me oeme1 -6-7--

Tai 1'rin ind vu !reulalarde

qa ne eomptait pan M5113 Qa ne nomptait pan voyons

tinnn aux formalitAs Tn Mono aux formalitoo (snob

Ppn nItUreliPmorlt
14°L "1714---!--117JAEalwa

It is obvious that the curve of implication is more
often suitable than that of declarative finality.
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C. When, in the final group of a complex sentence, a

finality curve is replaced by an implication curve, an

expression of obviousness is added.

46

47

S'ils ont hesite dans mon cas ils hesiteront dans le votre

.....Iiii

-....111111111MAIMMEMION

S'ils ont hesite dans mon cas its hesiteront dans le votre

In addition, if the final statement of a complex sentence

is preceded by major and minor continuations, the substi-

tution of the finality curve by an implication curve

conditions other transformations in the sentence according

to the following rule: No major-continuation curve can

appear before an im lication curve in the same sentence.

That is why, in a sentence ike , the substitution of an

implication curve in the last sense-group forces the

additional substitution of a minor continuation curve in

the second sense-group, as seen in 47.

In certain cases this rule may be the cause of ambi-

guity. In a sentence like the following one:

48 .'".".1"".""".......

Il a vendu con château en Espagne

if the last group is said with an implication curve,

49
Il a vendu son château en Espagne

the second group is reduced from a major continuation to

a minor continuation. Then the role of intonation in

distinguishing whether the castle is in Spain or not is

nullified, and that distinction is left to pauses alone.
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50

51

.....

Il a vendu // or chit eau / en Espagne

'11 a vendu / son château // en Espagne

The possibility of distinguishing lighthouse keeper
from light housekeeper by the relative intervals of time
between words as well as, or better than, by pitch and
stress variations has been studied experimentally by
Bolinger and Gerstman.2 The results of their tests can
perhaps be applied to French as well. When the immediate
constituents of a sentence cannot be identified by means
of pitch contours, the role of pauses is emphasized to
compensate.

6. CONTINUATION > IMPLICATION

The appropriate curve of continuation shows a moderate
rise (2-3) with decreasing slope when the continuation is
minor or a substantial rise (2-4) with decreasing slope when
the continuation is major. Minor and major continuations
were illustrated in example 48 by:

Il a vendu (2-3) son château (2-4) en Espagne (2-1).

The fact that those two continuations contrast with each
other is shown by crossed minimal pairs -- if we inter-
change the levels of the first two groups and say:

Il a vendu (2-4) son château (2-3) en Espagne (2-1).

the meaning is changed; in the first example, the selling
took place in Spain, in the second the castle was in Spain.

But here we need not distinguish major continuation
from minor continuation. If we substitute a curve of
implication for either one, it has the same effect -- it
gives emphasis to the sense-group which is subjected to a
pitch substitution. In addition, the following modification
rule must be applied: ygp'o]nim.1ica-an:rouwhichf
tion group in the same seMii16tdki6Hd15diilTffi6give.
In sentences like 52 and 53, the center of gravity changes
from the last group to the one before last.
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52

53

-------.---- ---__

:s_nllfference de ses parents l'affectait

1.niiff6ronce de ses parents l'affectait

Here is an additional example of the structural modi-
fication necessitated by the substitution of an implication
curve for a continuation curve; finality is transformed into
parenthesis and the center of gravity moves back one step:

54

55

:1 a vendu non chateau en Esoapne

''....---------

Il a vilndu on chateau en EssaLne

Both 54 and 55 show that the proprietor went to Spain
and that while he was there he sold his castle (which could
be in France). But 55 emphasizes that it is his castle
(not his villa) which he sold while in Spain, a fact that

54 does not consider.

The emphatic function of an implication curve substi-
tuted for a continuation curve can further be brought to
light by means of questions. To the question: 22.11=1;-i1

fait en Espagne? (What did he do in Spain?) the answer
will be:

56 ______.---"---

I1 a vendu con chateau en EsEvne

But to the question: Qu'a-t-il vendu, en Espagne? (What

did he sell in Spain?) it will be:

.57

a vendu con chateau en Ecrapne
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And to the question: OU a-t-il vendu son château? (Where
did he sell his castle?) it will be:

58
I a ven4u con château en Espagne

7. REPEATING WITH A MINOR CONTINUATION

When we repeat what has just been said to us, whether
it be a command, a statement, an interrogation, an exclama-
tion, a question, or an implication, if we substitute for
the curve we have heard the curve of a minor continuation,
we express a strong feeling of objection, of resistance to
what we have heard. Let us illustrate this effect by com-
parisons. In 59 to 64, what is heard is on the left, what
is repeated while objecting is on the right.

59

60

61

62

63

Restez chez vous Restez chez vous. . .

Tout va trs Bien Tout va tree bien. .

Quand partirez-vas Quand partirez-vous. . .

111h.
Inso ent Insolent. . .

Le savez-vous e savez-vous.

64
Naturellement NatureIlWalit7;77----

To each objection, one could add such reflections as:
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That's easy to say. It's not so simple. What if you were

in my place! C'est facile a dire. Ce n'est pas si simple

que ca. Je voudrais vous y voir. If uttered aloud, these
afterthoughts would require an intonation of implication.

8. REPEATING WITH A QUESTION CURVE

When we repeat what has just been said to us, whether
it be a command, a statement, an exclamation, an implication

or an interrogation, if we substitute, for the curve we have

heard, a question curve, we express a mixture of doubt and

indignation. Comparisons will illustrate this. In 65 to

69, what is heard is on the left, and what is repeated with
indignation is on the right.

65

66

67

68

69

--...0°°°/#'
,

Restez chez vous Restez chez vous (Est -ce que vous dites:
es ez c ez vous vous ren ez-vous

compte de ce que vous dites?)

tresva tres bien Tout va tres bien (Avez-vous vraiment
dit: Tout va tres bien?

Insolent Insolent (Est-ce que vous vous permettez
e par er a nsi

Naturellement Naturellement Avez-vous vraiment dit:
Naturellement?)

Z -VOUS Quand partirez-vous (Est-ce qua vous
osez me demander quand je partirai?)

This last contrastive pair emphasizes the difference
between the interrogation, which begins with an interrogat ve
word and normally has a falling curve, and the question, w ich
is to be answered by yes or no and normally has a rising curve

with increasing slope. "Quand partirez-vous?" said with a
question curve (2-4+) does not mean "When are you leaving?"
but "Are you asking me when I expect to leave?"
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CONCLUSION

An exploratory examination of the effects of inappro-
priateness in intonation, that is, the effects of covering
a syntactic structure with a basic curve that is not the
one most appropriate to this structure, has yielded a means
of expressing a number of different attitudes: considera-
tion, mystery, request for agreement, exasperation, hope-
lessness, warning, obviousness, tacit understanding,
emphasis, objection, and indignation. The fact that all
these attitudes can be expressed with a certain degree of
predictability without forging a single new intonation
curve besides the ten basic ones which agree with their
syntactic structure suggests that the number of intonation
curves is much smaller than the number of concepts, atti-
tudes, or sentiments they can express or to whose expression
they can contribute.

FOOTNOTES

1P. Delattre, "Les dix intonations de base du
francais," The French Review, XL, 1: 1-14, October 1966.

2D. L. Bolinger and L. J. Gerstman, "Disjuncture as
a cue to constructs," Word, 13,2: 246-255, August 1957.
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East Gurage is a Semitic dialect cluster spoken south
of Addis Ababa, in the area west of the lake Zway and on
the islands of this lake. It has two major divisions,
Selti, WNlane, 3nnagor and Ulbarag on the one hand, and
ZwaY. (Laqi) on the other. The differences between the
dialects of the first group are minor. Moreover, the
relatively most divergent language, Zway, seems to differ
from them in a number of details only. The East Gurage
languages are closely related to Harari and with it they
further belong to the Transversal South-Ethiopic group
also comprising Amharic and Argobba. The other branch
of South-Ethiopic is the Outer South-Ethiopic group, com-
posed of Northern Gurage, Western Gurage and Gafat. The
term "Gurage" is nothing but a mere common denomination
of Semitic-speaking tribes on a Semitic "island" in a
Cushitic area.

Relatively little has been done on these languages.
W. Leslau has, in different articles, given us data on
Selti, WalUne and Zway, and rarely Ulbarag. A. J.
Dredes is working on Selti. I have investigated Salti,
WalUne and 3nngqor during my stay in Ethiopia in 1965-66.1
The material of the first section of these notes is mainly
based on Leslau's publications (acknowledged in due place)
and the second section exclusively contains my 3nnagor
material.

The following study is not an exhaustive and all-
encompassing treatment of the fate of the Semitic laryn-
geals in East Gurage. It only deals with two peculiar
phenomena that deserve special attention: the fate of
word-initial 4 and a in East Gurage, and the occasional
trace of 9 and a in the form of a glottal stop 9 in
certain environments in 3nnagor.

We must keep in mind that these languages or dialects
are spoken in a Cushitic, East Sidamo area. The speakers
are racially Cushites. The Semitic tongues were imposed
on them by the cultural and military superiority of
Semitic speakers, to a great extent Cushiticized them-
selves, that had come from the North in very early times.
The East Gurage languages had most probably been territo-
rially connected with Harari to the East, until the
turmoils of the war.in the 16th century that upset entire
Ethiopia. Since then, they have been disconnected from
their closest genetic relative, Harari. They have found
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themselves isolated in the area where representatives of
the other branch of South-Ethiopic: Northern and Western
Gurages were dominating.

1. Traces of h and q in East Gurage

1.1 In South-Ethiopic languages, we sometimes find
non-etymological n's in certain words, at the end of an
initial syllable. Such examples are -- in Amharic and
"one" [from *(a)had], anat "wood" (old root *qs),
engefat "obstacle" old root *qqf), Western Gurage
ancl'afg. "he embraced" (old root *1121), anq'd "after"
(from *haq(w)), etc., and plenty of examples from East
Gurage (see later). The insertion of the n in these
words was mentioned by Leslau in his "The expressions of
'under, after' in the Ethiopic languages," on p. 242,
fn. 3. It was later explained by him as a Sidamo influ-
ence in "Sidamo features in the South Ethiopic phonology,"
on pp. 3-4 (5th Insertion of n). He gives a number of
examples of Eastern Sidamo, confronting dialects that have
added an n in places where other dialects have nothing.
He makes a reservation himself (fn. 19) "Since I do not
know the Cushitic etymologies of certain roots it is quite
possible that in some roots n is original and was elimi-
nated elseWhere ." In his Etymological Dictionary of
Harari (abbreviated henceforth EDH), he speaks of "an
inserted n indicating most probably the nasalization of
the following consonant ..." (p. 6).

I think that neither a Sidamo influence nor the vague
statement about the "nasalization of the following con-
sonant" can provide a satisfactory explanation for the
emergence of this non-etymological n. The crucial point
is why this n was inserted in the given place and not
elsewhere. In other words, one must look for the con-
ditioning of the apparition of this n, to see whether it
is limited to a certain context or not.

We find that, except in a very few cases, this n
occurs in a context where there had been *INC-, i.e.
initial laryngeal h or 9 (Li), (but not x or =,) followed
by a vowel that is, in its turn, followed by another con-
sonant (as we shall see later, other than m, n, r and 1).
In this context, the laryngeal is reduced to h and
G 9 (L1 L2), and an n appears between the'vow-e-1 and
the subsequent consonant, namely

#L1VC fLgnO.

Thus, it seems obvious that the apparition of this n is
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somehow connected with the reduction of the laryngeals.
On the other hand, the inserted element is in reality
not an n, but a homorganic nasal, thus m before the
labials b and f. This suggests that there must be a
relation between the laryngeals 4. and 9 and nasality.

When I came to this conclusion, I remembered that
Arabic h and 9 had sounded to me somehow nasal, and, the
similar phonemes of Somali, spoken near the East Gurage
area, probably even more. However, my stating nasality
on the laryngeals 12 and q was only impressionistic.

1.2. Arabic laryngeals. Therefore, I asked the
leading authority on phonetics, Professor P. Delattre,
whether this impression of mine can be substantiated by
a more concrete approach to the articulation of these
Phonemes in Arabic. He very kindly showed me his X-ray
films of the articulation of different laryngeals in
Arabic and subsequently put to my disposal the following
text and figure. I take this opportunity to express my
gratitude to him for devoting so much of his precious
time to my problem.

Professor Delattre's Statement
2

"In order to see whether a physiological explanation
could be found for the fact that vowels nasalized after
/9/ and /h/ but not after /y/ and /x/, we used the X-ray
facilitie6 of the Speech Synthesis Project, which is
supported by the Office of Education for the phonetic
comparison of languages. There, we made motion-picture
X-rays of all the Arabic laryngeals in intervocalic
position between /1/, /a/ and /u/ vowels, using a native
of Iraq as a subject to pronounce the appropriate sylla-
bles before the X-ray camera. Once the film was developed,
we studied it in motion as well as frame by frame. We
found that for /9/ and /h/, three articulatory motions
occurred, regardless of the vowel that preceded or followed.
In other words, all the /9/ and /h/ articulations had
clearly three motions in common: (a) the root of the
tongue backed very sharply toward the lower part of the
pharyngeal wall; (b) the larynx rose considerably (by
about 8 mm after /i/, 13 mm after /a/ and 15 mm after /u/);
(c) the uvula (the end of the soft palate) lowered far
down along the root of the tongue and curled up its tip
as if to vibrate.3

We can only speculate about the reason for this low-
ering of the uvula. We know from having observed motion-
picture X-rays of French /R/, that when a pharyngeal
constriction occurs, the uvula tends to lower its tip
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FIGURE LEGEND

Figure 1. Selected frames, from a
motion picture X-ray, showing the modifi-
cation of the tongue shape for the articu-
latory movement from Arabic /i/ to /9/ in
the top row, /a/ to /9/ in the middle row,
and /u/ to /9/ in the bottom row. The
features that distinguish each /9/ from the
preceding vowel are: (a) a narrow constric-
tion between the root of the tongue and the
lower laryngeal wall, (b) a marked rise of
the larynx (seen here at the level of the
glottis), and (c) a marked lowering of the
velum extremity along the tongue root.
This uvular lowering is so extended that
it forces an opening of the velic passage
and produces the nasalization of the pre-
ceding vowel. The X-rayed speaker was a
native of Iraq.
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to a point of the tongue just above that constriction.
The constriction for French /R/ is high along the pharyngeal

wall, therefore the tip of the uvula has no difficulty reach-

ing the tongue without causing the velic passage to open.

In the articulation of /9/, it appears that the uvula

lowers its tip in an effort to reach, along the tongue root,

the place which is most favorable to vibrating, that is,

the place just above the constriction. But since the radico-

pharyngeal constriction of /9/ is very low, the uvula tip

must reach very low. In so doing, the uvula forces the velum

to leave the rhino-pharyngeal wall and creates a velic open-

ing such as the one found in the nasal vowels of a language

like French.

If this sort of velic opening does not occur in the

case of Arabic /y /, it is presumably because the pharyngeal

constriction is high (as in French /R/), and the uvula can

reach the tongue, just above the constriction, without

causing the velum to leave the rhino-pharyngeal wall, that

is, without opening the nasal passage.

Figure 1 gives tracings of the X-ray frames that are

closest to the initial /i/, /a/ and /u/, and to the /9/

Phonemes which occurred immediately after the vowels (about

two or three frames after). After each vowel, the /9/

shows the three features mentioned earlier in the description

of the articulatory movements: (a) a low linguo-pharyngeal
constriction; (b) a high position of the larynx; (c) a

lowered velum which allows the rhino-pharyngeal cavity to

resonate together with the pharyngeal and mouth cavities."

1.3. South-Ethiopic. The above description by Profes-

sor Delattre has shown that the articulation of the laryngeals

h and a has indeed something in common with nasality. We

can thus surmise that when the Cushites learned the imported

Semitic tongues, they tried to pronounce these laryngeals,

the articulation of which was alien to their speech-habits,

at their best. Then, on the basis of the acoustic impression

described above for Arabic, they reinterpreted these phonemes

as nasalized h and 9, and transferred the nasality to the

subsequent vowel. This vowel further decomposed into

"vowel 4. nasal consonant". Thus,

t/9 #h// 7 +0-4 #h/9 -1-Vimn+ C

In the word for "bird", exceptionally, the nasal vowel (the

intermediary stage) was maintained: East Guraoe af, Central

Western GuragegfW, Peripheral Western Gurage aafW from 222f.

The above change occurred in word-initial positions only

(see however 1.8). This type of reaction to Arabic h dis-

played by Cushitic was recorded by Leslau in JAOS, v31. 79,
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p. 4, Alaba and Gudella (Eastern Sidamo) hanqa from Arabic

haqq "truth" (also in Western Gurage aaa), and other

examples in his EDH. The examples in Amharic, Argobba,

Harari and Western Gurage are scarce and by no means regu-

lar. This type of trace of an older h and q is limited to

a small number of words and is absent from most words that

had had these initial laryngeals. I could not find any

regular conditioning of the apparition of this nasal element

in these languages. On the other hand, in East Gurage the

nasals have appeared quite regularly, with relatively few

exceptions. Therefore, we shall devote the rest of this

section to East Gurage only.

Since the description of Professor Delattre referred

to Arabic, there is no absolute certainty whether the

articulation of Proto-Ethiopic h and q was identical with

that of the Arabic phonemes. All the same, there is no

real reason to doubt it...1Phonetically, there are no

really different possibilities of articulation for these

laryngeals. On the other hand, modern North-Ethiopic

languages of the same language family, as well as Somali

of the same area, testify to the existence of an Arabic-

like articulation of the said laryngeals. A description

of the Somali laryngeals can be found in the study of

Armstrong, "The phonetic structure of Somali"4. A sound

[h.] is also attested in Harari, representing the merger of

the Proto-Ethiopic phonemes /x/, /h/ and /h/. And, at last

but not at least, the existence of'the nasality in modern

East Gurage also constitutes a proof of the old nasal-like

articulation of these laryngeals.

The following examples were mainly taken from Leslau's

EDH, except for the entries "to see", "to take", "to close"

and "to be sick" that come from my collection. Numbers

after the examples refer to pages in EDH. The languages

mentioned are Selti (abbreviated S), Wglgne (W), Zway (Z)

and occasionally Harari (H). 3nngqor (E) examples are all

mine. The abbreviation C means Cushitic (Eastern Sidamo)

languages spoken in the area. The old root, if reconstruc-

tible, will be marked by an asterisk. First we shall enu-

merate the cases that create no problems. Afterwards,

problematic cases will be dealt with.

1.4. Occurrences of the nasal. The hormorganic

nasal appears in the following cases.

(a) as a trace of *9.
"bird", *qwf, S.W.Z. af, also in Western Gurage gw/aafw.

"pea", *qtr, Z. antgig-(unattested for other East Gurage

tongues77----
"wood", *Ps, S. hint, W. once, Z. entet. The n appears

in other Ethi3Tian lai5ges tUUT-even in orth-Ethiopic
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Tegregla qansayti, and in South-Ethiopic,
Amharic encat, Argobba en6ed, H. in6i, Gafat
and Soddo enca, but not in WesterEMrage:
aca.

(b) as a trace of *h.
"to adze", *hki; Z. inkain.
"after", *I:177Z. annTglso in Western Gurage anq'a/191.
"to carry on the 1=7, *hzl, Z. anzala.
"to chew", *hyk, S. enke777 enka777inka. The relation

with Amharic gEfiaka given by Leslau (EDH 81)
would require further clarifications.

"to close", S.W. wante, E. honte. I do not know the
etymology of this verb. The root seems to
have been *hwt (where t may represent an older
t, s, or (37-Ms connection with the Ge'ez
root *qsw is not excluded. 3nnaqor indicates
an initial h, although one cannot rely on an
3nnagor h (see 1.7. f, "bone").

"embrace", *hqf, S.W. enqaf4, 3. hanqafa, Z. anqafa. The
nasal also appears in Northern and Western Gurage:
anci'afa-/anqafa-/engfgz, etc. Leslau (EDH 80)
also mentions the borrowing of this Semitic
root in C: hang4ffolhanqafi.

"fence, to make a", *hsr, S.W. entara, 3. hentara, Z.
intara.

"to gather with hands", *hfs, S.W.Z. amfasa, borrowed
by C. hamfano.

"scratch", *11kk, S w-7 ankaka.e_o_Je

"see", *hzy, S. ann., W.71=7 3. hanZy e.
"sick, to be", *hqy, E. liam.
"snake", *hbb, S; imbab,-777 embab.
"to strok717*hssthsy, S. onge, W. an5e, Z. ann.

Both roots are attested in Tegreppa, see
Leslau EDH 88.

1.5. Other cases with the nasal. We have a few OCCUT-
rences of the nasal that is not justified by a reconstruc-
tible h or c.

"finger", *(9)sb9, S.W.E.Z. entabit. The initial %'
usually is not regarded as a radical, however
it occurs everywhere in Semitic. To explain
the n in East Gurage, we must posit an assi-
milation 9 9, thus 9sbq gelbg.

"foot", 7 gr, S.W.E.Z. anger., 1777gir777ingir, Argobba
ingir. The root 21,17 is attested in Ge'az.
The n is inexplicable in the context.

"hand", *9d, S.W. end:i, E. and;ie, Z. ,end;ii, also
Argobba,2ada. have no explanation for the n.

"viper", S. wlenna, W. umfariEet, Z. umfiaili. The
Semitic tymology *91.9 (Leslau EDH 80) is
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farfetched and does not explain the Harari

form hiffifi. Whatever the etymology is, the

East 7777,F form seems to have come from
something similar to the Harari form, with
an initial h.

1.6. Original x. We know that in modern North-
Ethiopic the old phonemes */h/ and */x/ merged into /h/,

e.g. Tegrepjia hasarg both for hsr "to make a fence" and

xsr "to be sh(377-37 Wez. The evidence of the following
examples shows that in Proto -East Gurage a similar merger
must have taken place.

"short", *xsr, adjective: S.W.Z. an6ar, E. han5er,
verb "to be short"; S.W.Z. antarg, E. hantgra.

"to spend the night", *xdr, S.W.Z. an E. hanTE17

If we attribute the emergence of the nasal to the
phonetic character of h that is no valid for x (see Delattre

in 1.2. above), we must' posit that the above forms come from
intermediary roots (.11sr and hdr respectively.

One verb, "to take", has an original root 49xz. In

Amharic, it became yazg that suggests an intermediary *yhz.

The East Gurage forms contain the n that is usually a trace
of an initial h. Therefore, a further intermediary *hyz.

(hezg) may be posited for Proto-East Gurage, although the
initial ar: of Walane speaks against it. The forms are S.

enza, W. yenze, E. enze.

1.7. Absence of n. There are cases where the expected

n is absent. First of all, no n appears when the second
radical is m, n, r, 1, or a semivowel.

(a) Mid radical m.
"ashes", Jthmd, S.W.Z. amad.
"cabbage"6777EM1, S.W.Z. amal.
"five", nxms, S.W.Z. ammest.
"to slander", f-hmy, S. ema, W. ema Z. img.

(b) Mid radical n.
"to strangle", 4xnq, S.W.Z. angag, E. hangol(4.

(c) Mid radical r.
"to be naked", =c;rz, Z. t-arazg, and S. iraz, W.Z. eraz,

"hide of an animal serving to cover nakedness"

(Leslau 32).
"to plough", *hrs, S.W.Z. arm.

(d) Mid radical 1.
"to count", 7xlqxwlq, S.W. elacia, Ulbarag g,

Z. a2 aa.
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"to milk", *hlb, S.W.Z. algba; "milk", S.W.Z. ay(a)b.
to pass", 4=117, algfa.

(e) Mid radical: semivowel.
"to say", *qwd, S.W. ewada, Z. Ida .

-mmiosoa
"eye ",, -qyn, S.W. Z. in.

(f) Inexplicable absence of n.
"to abandon", *xdg, S.W.Z. adgga, E. hadaga.
"bone", *qsm, S.W.Z. atam, E. hatem (h for old 4-90.
"new", *EU: S.W. ad3=
"to sweir: *hbt, S.W.Z. abatg.
"ten", *9sr,771.Z. assar.
"to think",

ihsb,
S.W. esgba (Leslau), as_ sgbg (my

colnTion). The latter form may be an
Amharism.

"to wash", *xdb, S.W. atabg, W. hatabg.

(g) Etymologies to be revised.
"soil, earth", the East Gurage form, as well as every-

where else in Ethiopian, is afgr. Leslau
(EDH 20) connects it with the root 9fr of
Semitic, and considers Ga'az 9afar as an
Amharic loanword. Here, the absence of n
suggests that the root 9fr of Ga'az is ori-
ginal, and the root is to be compared with
Hebrew 9efer "ashes".

"to tie, bind", East Gurage aggdg. Ga'az and Hebrew
have 22d that for some reason has been con-
siderda-as the etymology of this verb, with
assimilation of a. to E (voiced). However,
the etymology suggested by Littmann and
rejected by Leslau (EDH 21), namely Hebrew
al seems to be more plausible. The absence
of the n in East Gurage would favorite the
ides of ?gd.

All the same, we cannot definitely accept the absence
of n as a decisive argument in the matter of etymology in
view of the roots in f above, where no conditioning for
the absence of n could be found. These two roots may also
belong there.

1.8. Solidarity of the root. It has been stated that
n appeared after decadent INITIAL h and q yielding h and 9
respectively. There are some reservations concerning the
verb "to take" (1.6.) where the h (from x) could have been
preceded by a semivowel rte-.

Furthermore, when a verb acquired the n in its Perfect
forms where the first radical is word-initial, it also
extended it to the whole conjugation, including Imperfect



and Jussive, where prefixes had made the laryngeal non-
initial. Thus, from andara "he spent the night", we
obtain Sg. 3m. Imperfect v.nder,-, Jussive yindar (Sg.3f.
tande2-/tindar), from anclafa "he embraced", Imperfect
yanqef-, Juss e in f, etc. This is also true for the
derived stems -- in spite of the derivative prefixes,
there is n, e.g. atendara/yatender-/yatinder, the three
main forms of "to give hospitality", a factitive from
and_ gra; W. tinzazu "they held each other", a reduplicative
reciprocal form with the passive preformant t- from yenze
"to take", etc. In these cases, the n had been acquired
after a word-initial laryngeal, and then extended to the
whole tense- and derivational system of the same root.
Genuine non-initial laryngeals left no such trace in East
Gurage.

2. The Glottal stop in 3nnaur

In Addis Ababa, I had been looking for a Masqan-speaker
for a long time. Finally, I found a 20 year old man Samil
Bayyan, who claimed to be a Mascian. A very short investi-
gation showed that he spoke an East Gurage dialect, very
closely related to Selti. Leslau had classified Masqan as
Western Gurage, and a later trip of mine to Masqan country
(Buttajira area) enabled me to confirm it. My "Mascian"
was genuinely convinced that he spoke the same language as
the inhabitants of the Buttajira area -- which was not true.
He did not claim, however, that he was from that area him-
self, but named 3nnagor as his country of origin. This
convinced me to identify his language with what had already
been mentioned as 3nnaqor. This was probably a case where
tribal boundaries did not coincide with linguistic ones.

My first encounter with the phoneme /9/ in this dialect,
unattested in Selti and Walgne, was in the adjective fay9a
"good" (fayya elsewhere, probably of Cushitic origin).
Further investigation demonstrated that /9/ in Semitic words
is a trace of the old phonemes */9/ and /9/ in certain con-
texts. There is a comparable phenomenon in Peripheral
Western Gurage6, but it had not yet been attested in East
Gurage. Here are the cases where there exists a /9/
representing an older /9/ or V9/, and corresponding to
zero in other East Garage dialects. Most of the examples
are verbs. I shall give the Sg. 3m. forms of Perfect/
Main Imperfect/Jussive. Old roots will be marked by an
asterisk.

The glottal stop representing an older t/9/ or 4/9/
has survived in contact with the consonants m, a, 1 and r,
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both preceding and following them. These are verbs the
second radical of which had been /9/ or /9/ and the third
one was or has become one of the four consonants mentioned,
or vice versa, with second radicals /m/, /1/ or /r/
and last radical /9/.

(A) L. contact with m.
"to hear, listen, understand", 4smq, Lim9glyesam9an/

"to kiss", *sqm, sa9ma/yesi9man/yasa9m.

(B) In contact with I.
"to sleep", eii9g/ye9fian/yi9ii. Notice the displacement

of the glottal stop. This verb has been con-
nected with the Semitic root *nwm. The pre-
sence of the glottal stop in 3nnacior invali-
dates this etymology, In Western Gurage,
3nnamor has ne9a for "to sleep" and Ulla
nays -m. The root seems to be *ny9 or *nyq.
Amharic has to -fia.

(C) In contact with 1.
"to ask", *391, with passive preformant ta-, tasa91.14/

yetsa9lan/yUtsa91.
"to covet", hel9a/yel9an/yil9a. This verb is also

attested in Western Gurage, 3nnamor has ell9a.
The origin of the root is unknown.

"to eat", *b19, bal9a/yebal9an/yabl9a.
"to be plenty, full", *me19, me194/yame19an/yaml9a.
"to spend the day", *1491, 22,7271,7yawi9lan yEava.

(D) In contact with r.
"to boil, cook", lata§/yed8e9ran/yad8i9r, probably

Cushitic.
"peace, to make", her9a/yer,a/yir9a. Probably Cushitic

*hr9. Its factitive is "to pacify" ater9a/
yater9aa/vatir9a, and the passive "to be paci-
fied" termiyater9an/yatir9a.

"to remove, dismiss", 0sqr, 5a9ra/api9ran/ya5a9r.
"to show", *r9y, ater9a/yater9an/yatir9. Factitive of

the Semitic root *r9y that has survived in the
factitive form only.

"to slaughter", gor9a/yegor9an/yagur9a. Origin unknown,
apparently !gwr9,.

"to sow", *zr9, zar9a/yezar9an/yazr9a. In Semitic, the
root is zrq, but Ge'ez already has zr9.

(E) In the adjective "good", there is a glottal stop fay9a.

(F) A special case. The verb for "to be fat" has a glottal
stop: mig9are/yemeg9araillyamg9ar. Origin unknown.
This is the only cluster of a and 9 so far found.



Summary

"The radico-pharyngeal constriction of the Arabic laryn-
geals /9/ and /h/ is so low that the uvula tip must reach
very low to reach the place which is most favorable for
vibrating -- just above the constriction. In so doing, the
uvula forces the velum to leave the rhino- pharyngeal wall
and creates a velic opening such as the one found in nasal
vowels" (P. Delattre). This creates a nasal impression in
these laryngeals. Proto-East Gurage must have had similar
laryngeals /9/ and /h/ (the latter representing the merger
of older */h/ and */*1) that must have been interpreted
by Sidamo-speakers (the substratum of East Gurage) as
nasalized 9 and h. In initial positions, the following
change took place:

#9/h+V+C....-449/h+V+C...4#9/h+V+n+C...

In 3nnaqor, the old phonemes */9/ and */9/ have survived
in the form of a glottal stop if they came in contact with
one of the following phonemes! /m/, /11/, /1/ or /r/.

X x

FOOTNOTES

'Jointly sponsored by the Near Eastern Center and the
African Studies Center of the University of California,
Los Angeles. I am indebted to them for this interesting
and fruitful stay in Ethiopia.

2The research reported herein is partly related to a
contract with the United States Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

3However, no vibrating motion could be seen on the
X-ray in motion, because it was taken at 24 frames per
second. It would take about ten times that speed to re-
cord vibrations in such a way that they would appear on
the film.

4See 1, esp. on pp. 129-130.

54 corresponds to g with V in traditional Ethiopian
linguistics.

6See Wolf Leslau, "Traces of the laryngeals in the
Ethiopic dialect of Ennemor".
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Dece:Iber 31, 1969

With this final report, which includes six completed studies,
the Office of Education will receive, according to contract, five
copies of each one of the publications-. which have appeared in print
in the course of the past contract-year as a result of research done
under previous NDEA contracts. The titles of these publications
follow:

"The role of duration in the identification of French nasal vowels"
(with Michel Monnot), IRL, VI/3: 267-288, 1968.

"From acoustic cues to distinctive features," Phonetica, 18: 197-230,
1968.

"La radiographie des voyelles francaises et sa correlation acoustique,"
The French Review, XLII,1: 48-65, 1968.

"A dialect study of American R's by X-ray motion picture" (with Donald
C. Freeman), Linguistics, 44: 29-68, 1968.

"Duration as a cue to the tense/lax distinction in German unstressed
vowels" (with Margaret Hohenberg) , IRAL, VI/4: 367-390, 1968.

"Syntax and intonation: a study in disagreement," Study of Sounds,
XIV: 21-40, 1969.

"Syllabic features and phonic impression in English, German, French
and Spanish" (with Carroll Olsen), Lingua, 22/2,3: 160-175, 1969.

"L'intonation par les oppositions," Le Francais dans le Monde, 64:
6-13, 1969.

"L'/R/ parisien et autres sons du pharynx," The French Review,
5-22, 1969.

"Two notes on semitic laryngeals in East Gurage" (by Robert Hetzron,
with statement by Pierre Delattre), Phonetical 19: 69-81, 1969.

The six studies included in this final report present the
research that has been completed in each one of the six categories
of our 1968-1969 objectives.


